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OVER the years, I have expressed
on numerous occasions mY ad-
miration for those members who
have devoted themselves to Pre-
serving the skills of mechanical
musical instrument making and
restoration.

In the majority of cases, this has
been at the expense of re-learning
arts and crafts long-since forgot-
ten to the world of mechanical and
musical science.

To my mind, too little in the
way of recognition is awarded to
these people. Too often, their
skills, prowess and industrY are
accorded but scant aPPraisal. The
outcome of their industrY is ob-
served far too superficiallY and
there is no realisation of the
struggle which has gone into that
product. Behind every success
ihere lies, I know, a trail of fail-
ures, of frustration and often of
bitterness and disillusionment.

And so, during the past five or
uch as Geoff
Keith Hard-
have created
in Britain.

David Secrett has made some as-

tonishingly good automata in
England and now we have mem-
bers re-crafting the barrel organ.

In Germany, Peter Schuchnecht
has revived the art and culture of
the portable street organ, now back
in production with a thoroughlY
acceptable and technically superb
oroduct.^ In the United States, our mem-
bers have distinguished themselves
in the re-creation of old instru-
ments. Dwight Porter has shown
what enthusiasm can do in the
form of the Porter/Regina musical
box. Bill Edgerton has crafted the
best of the American coin-operated
orchestra-pianos back into produc-
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tion as well as creating the world's
first player-harpsichord. And one
of the earliest of the American
electro-pneumatic instruments, the
Encore Banjo, is now being Pro-
duced in improved form bY Dave
Ramev.

While others excel in the work
of restoration, sheer enterprise has

work means that we have the satis-
faction of not just oPerating a

moribund collectors' and histor-
ians' society, but an active and
burgeoning new industry.

The people behind this develoP-
ment have the task of carrYing on
where we will leave off. TheY will
ensure that mechanical musical in-
struments are still made as the
20th Century moves into its clos-
lng years.

For them, though, encourage-
ment is the keY. TheY have our
admiration but they need some-
thing to fortify them throug! their
ebb 

-times. Is it not time for an
international award for enterprises
such as these ? Something where-
by the small man who, without
massive resources behind him, has
shown his mettle bY diligence and
application ?- 

Wtrite talking of awards, one
man has done a great deal bY ex-
ample for the growth of the inter-
est in mechanical musical instru-
ments. And that man, Murtogh
Guinness, was the PoPular reciP-
ient of the Trustee's Award given
by our sister organisation, the
MgSl, back in September. I am

sure that we all echo the senti-
ments behind that award.

After this issue closed for Press
came the sad news of the death of
Hughes Ryder. See Page 388.

ARTHURWIGORD-HUME



Defining the Musical Clock
byArthurWJGOrd-Hume

THE s is onewhich, know-ledge s, fewexperts music-
work or in horology seem to know
very much about. This I am certain
is a disturbing note upon which to
start, but I hope to prove that this
is no idle premise.

The musical clock, as an exam-
ination of Britten and Baillier will
prove, is nothing new, nor is it
unknown to us today. My difficulty,
however, is that b-ecauie I am i
pedant, 1 don't understand what
this term " musical clock " means.

the bonnet.

-. Of course, some people may go a
little further and 

-add 
that- irch

and such a musical clock plays a
pretty tune, or that it sounds nice,
monotonous, horrible or just so-
so. All these comments, though,
are qualifications which remain
valueless for they advance our
knowledge of the musical clock not
one iota.

Confusion
So there it is. I want to trv to

clear up this confusion over nomen-
clature and at the same time tell
you a little not so much about
clocks as about those parts of
clocks from which music-mav be
cajoled.

narrow and short and squat, egg-
shaped and pocket, and slim, roui"d
and rare. As an amateur clock-
maker,
tacular
timepie
driven.

The author originally pre-
sented this as a paper before
the Antiquarian Horologicat
Society at the Science Mus-
eum, London, in the summer
of 1978. Later that same vearit was presented in revised
form at the Annual General
Meeting of the Musical Box
Society International held at
Sarasota in Florida. The re-
sponse to this paper, which is
the first attempt at classifying
the musical clock by type and
format, was so great that
there have been repeated re-
quests for its publication. It
is presented here in edited

form.
demonstrated the most work and
the least satisfaction was a trans-
parent clock conceived when I was

wheels and the others warped so
much as to be useless. Somewhere

Terminology
While the world of mechanical

org-anette with the hurdy-gurdy or
vielle - when musical meChanisms
mix with pure horology, the effect
is as if water has been poured into
acid. All things not clockwork and
time-indicating, one assumes, must
be something else. If it makes
music, then justice may be done
adequately by describing it as a
musical clock. We're back to
motor-cars again - a wheel at each
corner and an engine. A musical
clock must be to is as imprecise
a description as to talk to a-zoo\o-
gist about an animal with a tail, a

forestry expert about a tree with
branches, or a sailing enthusiast
about a boat with a sail. " Musical
clock " tells but a fraction of the
story.

In an attempt to remedy this
situation I have applied my many
years of musical, mechanical and
horological experience to the for-
mulation of a classification for

may rapidly detect that there is
more to a musical clock than mav
at first sound.

Looking first at the carillon
which, as we all know, is a set oI
tuned bells, one must remember
that it is hardly possible to play a
tune on fewer than eight bells, so
we say that a carillon has a mini-
mum of eight bells : fewer and it
is but a chime.

If we take a close look at the
scheme of the carillon clock. we
find that it may have bells made of
either metal or, strange to say,
glass. We also find that it comes
in two distinct types : that which
is operated independently of the
clockwork comprising the body oI
the timepiece, and that which
forms an integral part of the time-
piece. This is a very important dis-
tinction so let me clarify this. If
the carillon mechanism 

- 
forms a

part of and is integral with the
clock itself, this is a dependent
mechanism. However, sometimes
we find a separate carillon mechan-
ism which is a self-contained unit
with its own separate driving
motor. This is set in motion bv a
mechanical trip from the clock
itself. This is the independent type.

Sub-division
Coming back to the dependent

type, and following the line on the
chart downwards, you will find
that it is again sub-divided into
linear layout and right-angle layout.
Once more, these are very import-
ant definitions and so I will spend
a moment to qualify what I mean.
The linear layout features a musi-
cal programme with its axis parallel
to that of the wheelwork of the
clock itself and the spring arbor.
The right-angle layout speaks for
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itself in that the programme axis
(programme here means musical
pinned barrel or cylinder) is ar-
ranged at right-angles to the wheel-
work. This is illustrated in Fig 2.
Note that I have further qualified
these as between plates and ex-
ternal to plates.

Having dealt with the carillon,
next on the list is the organ. As
you will see this has a whole new
type of layout. The common style
is with a musical pinned barrel or
wheel, although varieties exist with
disc and, as in the trumpeter clock,
the pinned drum. Note the special
category for birdsong which in-
cludes the cuckoo, quail and black-
bird.

Next is the dulcimer which is a
cross between the familiar barrel
piano and the spinet. This has a
very short delineation on the chart.
There are very few of these clocks
to be found. Often called harp-
playing clocks, when in tune they
sound delightful but because of the
difficulty of tuning them and the
frequency with which tuning is
needed, it is not a genus which
survives in many numbers.

Now for the glockenspiel. This is
an interesting one becauSe "gloc-
ken" means bell in normal termin-
ology, yet glockenspiel usually re-
fers to what we might more prop-
erly term a xylophone. Two types

are commonly found - those with
wooden bars and those with metal
ones. The instrument in the latter
class is sometimes called a metallo-
phone.

Lastly we come to combwork
which in corporate terms we might
prefer to call a musical box. Here
we find almost exactly the same
situation as existing with the caril-
lon, namely dependent and inde-
pendent mechanisms, significantly
both spring from the use of the
cylinder only, and both governed
by the same definitions of linearity
and angularity.

Common feature
From all these classifications, we

can now very quickly come up with
another classification. This, shown
in Fig 3, takes us a stage further
from our original chart. One thing
emerges here and that is that all
our musical clocks so far examined
have one common main feature -the pinned barrel or cylinder as a
programme source. There are
others, of course, but the barrel
features in them all. Cylinders or
barrels may be made of metal or
of wood. The wheel, used in the
organs of some early Augsburg
pieces, has the advantages of slen-
derness but the main disadvantage
in that since it is pinned around
the surface in concentric tracks,

the difference in relative speeds
tends to make all but the simplest
piece of music impossible to play.
The disc was also used in comb-
work, some late and cheap musical
clocks from the Junghans factory
having a small disc-playing musical
movement worked from the clock.
Punched card was also used very
successfully at the start of the
present century.

Let's start with the carillon, not
because it is the second oldest
form of mechanical musical instru-
ment but because it is the starting
point for the majority of so-called
" musical clocks ".'

The oldest known surviving
carillon cylinder, wrought in iron
400 years ago, is preserved in the
Nationaal Beaardmuseum at Asten
in Holland.

Of course Holland and Belgium
are countries rich in carillons, the
first set of tuned tower bells being
set uo more or less concu rrent with
the oractical tower clock in the lat-
ter haff of the l4th century. These
tower-clock sized bells may be
played either from a rotating
pinned drum or from a keyboard
by the carilloneur who strikes the
keyboard of levers with his fist.

Today Holland possesses many
fine carillons which are very fre-
quently played. In addition to
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manual playing, these clocks play
a tune every hour and at every
quarter - these usually being short
melodies. The repertoire for the
carillon is rich and ranges from
masters of the lTth century such
as jacob van Eyck (who wrote the
first ever book of carillon music)
and Mathais van den Gheyn, to
Handel, Sweelinck, Bach and
Mozart.

Carillon clock
Concerning domestic-sized clocks,

the first clocks with bells were
purely intended to sound the hour
but the technology was already
there to produce the carillon in
miniature. The most remarkable
example of the carillon clock is the
unique concept of Nicholas Vallin's
clock which was made in 1598. It
has 13 bells which are arranged,
most unusually, in the four sides
of a square and much more after
the tower-carillon format than that
of the accepted musical clock.s
Significantly, Vallin's clock pre-
ceded the next earliest table caril-
lon clock by almost a century. A
significant invention is the use of
roller shafts to operate the ham-
mers by wire trackers from the lin-
ear musical barrel. The concept of
this piece is brilliant.

Any mention of musical clocks
of the l5th century naturally makes
one turn to the work of Brother
Paul Almanus.n the German monk
and horological amateur whose
main claim to our attention is that

he kept a workshop notebook in
which he drew those clocks which
interested him from among those
which came to him for repair.

One of these clocks, the tenth
in his notebook, is a weight-driven
l2-hour piece with musical train
and alarum. Almanus examined it
sometime before 1477 and savs it
was made in Flanders. The actual
date when the clock was built is
not determinable, but it probably
was crafted between 1425 and1450.

After all that it comes as a dis-
appointment to find that this piece
is not so much musical as purely
possessed of a separate musical
train diftering little from an ordin-
ary striking train with hoop wheel,
and that the melody played com-
prised a simple ding-dong on two
bells, repeated three times at the
half hour and five times before the
hour. From the horological aspect
this is interesting because it
marked the half hours, but from
the musical standpoint, Almanus's
clock, belonging to the Cardinal of
Naples, was inferior to those tune-
playing musical clocks which were
already in existence.

Architectural styles

Miniature tower clocks maintain-
ing achitectural proportions were
very much the fashion at one time.
Among these is the Lovelace clock
or Exeter clock built in 1656.' This
included not just a carillon but also
a barrel organ and a bird whistle,
besides having a 24-hour dial.

Isaac Habrecht made two ast'rono-
mical clocks one of which is in the
British Museum. Automaton fig-
ures abound but when we look in-
side we see an extraordinarv and
remarkable carillon. Rathei like
Vallin's clock built nine years later
(this one was made in 1589), the
bells are arranged on two planes.
The narrow music barrel - almost
a wheel - is arranged in horizon-
tal plane - this makes it a right-
angle mechanism if you refer back
to Fig l. The bell hammers are
moved by proximity pieces at-
tached to each vertical hammer
shaft: there is no key-frame as
such. Each hammer shaft has a
vertical spring rod which provides
striking power and return action

- you cannot rely on gravity in
the horizontal plane.

The renowned Trauttmandorff
clock was built by an anonymous
maker in 1596. It is housed in a
later case and plays a tune every
three hours. The bronze cock at
the top flaps its wings and opens
its beak. Looking inside we find
another outstanding application of
the tower carillon. First we find
that the bells are nested in stacks
of three and that the cylinder is
provided with the facility for re-
pinning with music of our own
choice. Again we have vertical
hammer shafts operated from the
barrel pegs by proximity pieces and
on two shafts left and right of
centre are provided the striking
action torsion springs.

Definitive drawings
Thomas Reid published his trea-

tise on the making of musical
clocks in 1825.u But by this time
encyclopaedists such as Rees were
providing definitive drawings for
musical and chiming clock layouts.

The use of multiple hammers,
one should note, on bells goes back
to at least the middle of the eight-
teenth century.

Dating from the transition period
between Louis XV and XVI,
namely about 1780, is a clock
made by Jaquet-Droz.? The piece
is interesting because it contains
an independent carillon which is
quite separate from the clock itself.
On a similar piece this time with
the carillon situated above the
clock, the carillon has its own
fussee-wound motor and is a com-
pletely self-contained mechanism.

Bearing the signature P faquet-
Droz, another from about 1770
also has a separate carillon, visible
through the slot in the lower front,
playing 7 airs on nine bells with 16
hammers.

DEPE
(INTEGRAL WITH

CLOCK MOVEMENT

INDEPENDENT
(SEPARATE FROM

cLocK MovEMENT)

td

3

F

@

MUSICAL CLOCI(

Fig. 2
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If you refer to Fig l, you will see
reference to glass bells. There have
been porcelain carillons, so the ap-
parent frangibility of glass creates
no precedent : it is purely a ques-
tion of how hard the glass is struck.

The earliest surviving glass caril-
lon clock is one made in 1750 and
now Dreserved in the Badisches
Landeimuseum Karlsruhr.

From carillons we turn to organs,
another area in which the Black
Forest excelled. The mechanical
organ is without doubt the oldest
mechanical musical instrument, its
history pre-dating the time of
Christ. The first instructions for
making a barrel organ were written
down in the eighth century and by
the 16th century it was an estab-
lished instrument in a form which
largely remained unaltered from
then onwards. The barrel organ
went on to become the mechanical
orchestra. A famous example was
Maelzel's Panharmonicon of the
18th century.'g

Fltitenuhren
At this point, I would like to

comment briefly on the so called
musical clocks for which Mozart
wrote his three celebrated pieces,
K598, 608 and 616. Sadly, we are
up against the lay translation of
the German word "fliitenuhr". The
word clock here is the accepted
abbreviation for clockwork. The
instrument for which he wrote was
literally a clockwork flute. Mind
you, there would be nothing to pre-
vent such an instrument possessing
a timepiece, but this is not a cri-
terion.

Reverting to the Black Forest
again, for it is here that the organ
clock was perfected, the compact
organ was invatiably mounted com-
plete with bellows and chest en-
tirely above the clock. This style
explains why so many organ clocks,
particularly Dutch in style, have
relatively small dialplates set in the
lower part of a large facade.

Opportunist
Courtenay Ilbert had a favourite

clock. It was the George Lindsay
organ clock.'o This has 16 notes
and two stops which are changed
automatically. There is an in-
teresting feature about this clock
which I have nowhere seen re-
corded. Some years ago when
Philip Coole and I were partially
dismantling this piece, I was temp-
ted to remove the nameplate.
Secured by two screws, this reads
"Geo Lindsay Watchmaker to His
Majesty" (presumably George III).

The reverse side is inscribed "Geo
Lindsay servant to the Prince of
Wales". This dates this clock most
nicely to between l75l and 1760
This clock features a symmetrical
layout of the pipework which
serves two purposes: first it makes
it easier to contain the organ in
the case because the smallest pipes
are on the outside. And, on larger
instruments. it distributes the
weight of the clock more evenly.

Among unusual organ clocks one
must include Hans Schlottheim's
nef,'1 a table centrepiece in the
form of a man o'war which sported
a flintlock cannon in the sharp end,
which fired at the surprised diners,
an automaton scene on deck and
an organ within. The clock itself,
tiny and insignificant, is at the
bottom of the mainmast.

Pillar clocks, according to
Tardy," exist in sketch only and
not in the flesh. Excluding the
twin-columned organ clocks of
Marzillger, at least three pillar
clocks survive. One is in the
Nationaal Museum van Speelklok
tot Pierement in Utrecht and its
base contains an outstanding little
weight-driven organ with a large
number of interchangeable barrels.
A fundamentally similar organ
clock survives at Waddesdon
Manor, this one with a lifesize
figure of Apollo leaning against the
column. This, too, contains an
organ which we believe to be by
the same hand as this one and
which is without any shadow of
doubt made in Amsterdam. This
does not, of course, automatically
mean that either clock or pillar was
conceived in Holland, only that the
organ was commissioned there-
from.

Cuckoo clocks
I think that the serious clock

man tends to dismiss as of no
consequence the cuckoo clock.
This is a great pity because, ex-
cepting the mass-produced mon-
strosities of the past 80 or 90 years,
cuckoo clocks were often works of
art. Admittedly the cuckoo only
produced two notes, but that, I'll
wager, qualifies for inclusion in any
musical clock discourse.

Invented around the middle of
the l8th century, men like Wehrle,
Dilger, Mukle and Duffner proved
craftsmen of great whimsey. The
clocks they made became more and
more out of the ordinary and one
style was modelled on the railway
stations on the Swiss mountain
railways - these were the Bahn-
hausleuhrs, now a very rare breed
indeed although little more that a

century old. This incorporated, in
one version, wood-framed clock-
work with three fusee trains, a

separate musical-box type move-
ment in the bottom, a cuckoo and
a ouail.13 There are also two
gongs on the rear door: one for
the quarters and a deep one for
the hour. At each quarter, the
higher-pitched gong strikes 3, 6, or
9 times, each interspersed bY the
emergence from the left attic win-
dow of the quail. On the hour,
the gong strikes 12 times, the quail
chirps 12 times, then the hour itself
is struck on the deeper-pitched
gong and the quail is replaced by
the cuckoo. Little doors in the
sides provide cut-out levers for
silencing the piece at will.

Trumpeter clocks

From cuckoo clocks it is but a
short step to the Black Forest
trumpeter clocks. In the usual
style of these, the wind chest is
at the top and the wind feeders
are on top of that again. The five
trumpet-shaped resonators amplify
the sound of the very low-pressure
beating reeds used in the shallots.
The fanfares which this plays every
quarter are pinned to a narrow
drum which rotates 90 degrees for
each fanfare. Some instruments
were made with up to seven
trumpets and the main centre for
the manufacture of these was
Furtwangen.

So much for the organ clock. If
we revert to our original chart,
Fig l, we see that the next item
is the glockenspiel clock and that
this has but a short family tree.

And so to our last classification
for the musical clock, namely that
which includes a comb-playing
musical movement of the sort
generally associated with the musi-
cal box. Before looking at this,
though, it is probably a good idea
to go back to the reasons why the
Swiss chose to adopt the tuned
steel tooth as a means of providing
music for what was initially the
market for musical watches. Bulb-
ous pocket watches do, of course,
go back to the time of the famous
"Nurnberg Eggs" but the musical
watch of the l8th century was
equally egglike in shape. This was
because the carillon of bells had to
be of a reasonable size in order
to produce a sound of a pitch low
enough to be identifiable. The
higher the pitch the harder it is
to identify tonic divisions and
therefore the less practical is the
possibility of making music.

So, from the bell, even when
nested, something smaller had to
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be produced to enable recognisable
music to be performed from the
smallest possible mechanism. Re-
member also that around the end
of the 18th century the bulbous
watch was losing favour in the
light of a new generation of slim
time-pieces. Now, the development
of the musical comb-playing move-
ment was entirely a Swiss inven-
tion and I make this statement
with carefully chosen words since
I have not said what evervbodv
else says, namely that the 

-Swisi

invented the tuned steel tooth.'" I
do not believe this to be so. nor
have I found sufficient evidence.
other that that put forward by the
Swiss watchmaking industry, to
support such a claim. There is
also a disturbing number of clocks
with tuned-steel-teeth musical
movements which appear to pre-
date the accepted date of the S*iss
invention, namely 1797. However,

t any shadow
ple to minia-
to the point

ments could
be fitted into not just watches
but key fobs, the tops of walking
canes, seals and scent bottles.

Varied means
The manner in which this was

done was delightfully varied. There
were four basic methods used in
the very early days of the use of
combwork. One stvle used a comb
of individually-maile tuned steel
teeth arranged adjacent to a ro-
tating pinned cylinder. Another
used a stack of teeth superimposed
one on top of the other and each
tuned to a different note of course.
The pinned barrel here is usually
the spring barrel itself. This type
is called the bqrillet movement. The
next was a very sophisticated
version of the previous type and
was used by craftsmen such as

Leshot and the jaquet-Droz. The
form of the teeth is such that thev
have a far greater mass and can
therefore produce a much deeper
pitch of sound for little increase
in space. Finally there is the style
called sur plateau which comes in
several types.

ments, Piguet and his descendants
went on making movements in that
fashion for a very long time. Louis
Elisee Piguet was still producing
watches in this style until as late
as at least 1880.

Carriage clock
An interesting application of this

style is found in a carriage clock
by James Cole and illustrated in
Charles Allix's book on carriage
clocks." This is a most rare ei-
ample of a musical carriage clock
employing the sur plateau type
of movement. The movement re-
veais some interesting features. It
has very long and slender bass
teeth - these must indeed have
produced a very feeble accompani-
ment to the sharp and percussive
sounding treble teeth. Charles
Allix does not give us a date for
this piece and comments that it
bears no number. Be this so, Icannot finelyproduc eguei,
to be earlv
1820s. t nol
olly the earliest musical carriage
clock but also the earliest Engliih
carriage clock. Since the plate
mounting the music work is, as is
almost always the case, an indi-
vidual component, I am not too
certain who made the movement:
it does not necessarilv follow that
Cole himself made itl although it

is certainly not up to the standard
of the musicwork technology of
even the l8l5 epoch.

The cylinder/comb movement,
again with single tuned steel teeth,
was in use by the first decade of
the l9th century. Earlier I men-
tioned that I was not altogether
convinced that the Swiss had been
the first to produce the tuned steel
tooth musical movement since
there was a disturbing number of
examples of combwork which ap-
parently preceded 1797, the date
of the Swiss claim for the inven-
tion. In volume two of Tardvlo he
illustrates a musical regulator-clock
as being within the Louis XVI style.

Basically I would agree based
on this photograph, but according
to our knowledge of the Swiss in-
terpretation of the historv of the
musical box, this style cannot have
been produced before about l8l0
- two decades after the termin-
ation of the Louis XVI period.
Who is right? Are we right in
agreeing with Tardy that the clock
was probably made in a style a
decade prior to the Swiss inven-

clock? Or are the Swiss seriouslv
at fault in claiming the invention
of the tuned steel tooth in 1797?

Breguet's clock
Breguet died in L823. Tardy

also shows us a musical clock
which apparently was made during
the master's lifetime. In this the
musical movement arranged de-
pendently along the front. The
style is of course the right-angles
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one, and the drive is taken through
the plate to drive the movement
fitted to the front side of the back
plate.

Clocks with musical movements
in the base were very popular from
the earlv part of the l9th centurv
through to the second half of th-e
century.

A popular French style of clock
was the ormolu decorated musical
piece which almost always stood
on an oval base with bun feet and
with the control levers, surrounded
by a brass or mother o'pearl plate.
The musicwork in the oval base
was set off by a rod protruding
below the clock and was naturally
of the independent type.

Sophisticated
Mus ical movements became

more and more sophisticated as

the last century developed until
the musicwork became bigger than
the clock rather in the same way
that we saw with the mechanical
organ. A clear example of this
is the flutina style of musical box
such as made by Lecoultre-Gublet
and others, wherein the eight-air
movement is set off by the clock
in the front of the case. These
were made between 1855 and
about 1880.

One other variation of the musi-
cal combwork clock has to be
looked into and this is the book-
playing mechanism used in some
clocks. All these instruments are
very rare and I know of only three.
All seem to date from the late
1890s and the output seems to have
lasted a mere few years. One was
made by Roepke. The instrument
comprises a Lenzgirch-type clock
which is spring-driven and moun-
ted on top of a tall case contain-
ing a horizontal musical movement.
A long length of perforated card-
board, folded zig-zag fashion into
a book, is then driven over the
mechanism so that the perforations
in the card engage with small levers
which in turn pluck the tuned
steel teeth of the musical comb.

Another variety of this style of
mechanism is the Libellion. Again
a Lenzkirch clock on top of a
tall case. As before both clock
and musicwork are wound from
separate motors and are indepen-
dent. And again the musical per-
formance is tripped at the hour
by the clock. It was possible to ob-
tain very long lengths of music for
these pieces and to create endless
bands which would play for as
long as the powerful spring motor
remained wound.

These were not, of course, true
long-case clocks but the American

musical box-makers Regina did
produce long-case clocks with if
not exactly music, then musical
chimes. I refer to the Regina Hall
Clock produced for a short while
at the turn of the century. This
played perforated discs from which
a carillon of bells could be played
every quarter of an hour.
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MTJSICAL BOX ODDMENTS
byHAVBulleid

A QUICK look at two Irish com-
posers of musical box tunes, one
still famous, one almost forgotten,
to begin with this time.

Balfe

Michael William Balfe, son of a
dancing master, was born in Dub-
lin, 1808. His first successes were
as a violinist and singer, and a
patron took him to Rome in 1825.
He moved on to Milan and then
Paris, where his talent was spotted
by Rossini who engaged him for
three years as a baritone, his
successes including Figaro in The
Barber of Seuille. He continued
as a singer in Italy and London
where in 1838 he took the role
of Papageno in the first English
performance of The Magic Flute.
Meanwhile his first English opera,
The Siege of Rochelle, was staged
at Drury Lane in 1835 and ran
for three months. Its overture is
to be found on some cvlinder
musical boxes.

After a spell as manager of the
Lyceum theatre he migrated to
Paris and wrote two operas for
the Opera Comique. Then he re-
turned to London in 1843 for his
major success, The Bohemian Girl.
From 1846 to 1852 he was con-
ductor for His Majesty's Theatre.

Balfe and his wife enjoyed
artistic and social successes when
they visited Berlin and St Peters-
burg during the 1850s, and in
1864 Balfe turned gentleman
farmer at Rowney Abbey, Hert-
fordshire, where he died in 1870.

He wrote twenty-nine operas,
including Falstafi 1838, Satanella
or The Power of Looe 1858,
Blanche de Neoers 1863, and a
postumous work Il Talismano
which appeared in 1874. Tunes
from these are not uncommon on
musical boxes, but it was The
Bohemian GirI that really set the
tune arrangers going and one often
hears excellent renderings of the
arias "I dreamt that I dwelt-"
and "Then you'll remember me,"
and of the overture. Thev re-
mained very popular throulhout
the musical box era and appeared
on numerous discs. Illustrious and
other bands and singers had a go
at them when the gramophone
arrived and in 1936 Laurel and
Hardy presented them unscathed
in their film which was titled.
strangely enough, The Bohemiqn

Girl. All this despite Balfe being
dismissed as rather trivial by some
writers on opera.

A good statue of Balfe, holding
a sheaf of music, was placed in
the vestibule of the Drury Lane
Theatre in 1874, where it still non-
chalantly stands in the company
of Kean, Garrick and Shakespeare.

Osborne

George Alexander Osborne,
whose father was an organist and
lay-vicar, was born at Limerick
in 1806. He was self-taught until
at the age of eighteen he went to
Belgium and to Paris to study the
piano. He gained considerable
success in Paris where his friends
included Chopin and Berlioz. In
1843 he settled in London and for
many years ranked as an esteemed
and genial teacher of the piano.
He died in London in 1893. He
wrote numerous piano/violin
duets, and piano solos of which
one achieved extraordinary pop-
ularity in the 1860s. It was very
descriptively titled La Pluie des
Perles (Rain of Pearls) and is found
on musical boxes.

Hidden drum and bells

When bell boxes were first
produced, they must have been
called bell boxes, as their tune
cards often indicated. Then came
the changed fashion of showing
the bells and these were often
described on their tune cards as
"Bells in View". Only with the
passage of time did it become
necessary to distinguish the earlier
type of bell boxes and so the
description "hidden bells" (and
drum etc) emerged - another
typical retroactive description,
quite unknown when the product
so described was in vogue.

In a hidden bells box each bell
striker is attached directlv to its

DE KLOK
THE long and involved saga of this
famous Dutch street organ takes a
fresh turn with the rumour that it
may be coming back to Europe.

Informed sources suggest that fol-
Iowing prolonged controversy among
members of the Dutch community
which at present owns the organ in
Australia, and the offer to exchange
this veteran instrument for a new and
more climatically robust Dutch street
organ, the chances of its returning to
its native land and the streets of Am-
sterdam appear brighter.

comb tooth, whereas with bells
in view the connection is via a
link with two pivots and a roller
with bearings at each end, and
these inevitably allow some lost
motion which prevents the same
bell being sounded in rapid suc-
cession. But a greater factor in
the subtlety of many hidden bell
boxes is their provision of two
strikers per bell, permitting the
bell to be struck in as rapid
succession as the tune arranger
desires.

This same facility was some-
times extended to the hidden
drum, some boxes having sixteen
drum strikers. This permits a
grand sustained drum-roll, with
which the arranger sometimes
launched one tune on the box,
most likely a march. These early
bells and drums were far more an
integral part of the tunes than in
later boxes, which at least partly
explains why there was often no
provision for disengaging them.
When their volume is correctly
matched to the music comb and
the tunes are well arranged, no
one would want to disengage
them.

Glass lids

Most early glass lids had their
glass secured with putty or cement
and this was proved to be wise,
because the later lids, with glass
secured by wood beading, can
cause a lot of trouble and annoy-
ance.

What happens is that the music
is impaired periodically by a
vibration which stops if you put
a finger on the glass. This in-
dicates that the glass is the culprit
so you search for looseness and
duly find a gap between glass and
beading. To insert a piece of card
as a convenient wedge is but the
work of a moment; and success !

the vibration ceases. But before
cheering, try another tune, and at
some chord the dreaded vibration
will start again. This is because
by altering the securing point of
the glass you have altered its
natural frequency of vibration.

I think I am right in saying that
you can only be sure of getting
this natural frequency outside the
danger range by making the glass
integral with its wood frame; and
I have certainly found that the
only certain cure for persistent
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glass' vibration is to remove and
refix all the wood beading, using
new fine panel pins in new posi-
tions and making sure the glass
lies snugly in the rebate in the
wooden frame.

I think Nicole and Conchon
and some others wisely persisted
with cemented glass lids right to
the end; and to repair these, and
to replace really recalcitrant wood
beadings, I have found "Tetrion"
all-purpose filler very satisfactory.
It is easy to use after rehearsing
on an old bit of wood and glass,
and it pays to use a very stift mix-
ture, slightly less water than sug-
gested in the instructions when
mixing the powder. When dry it
is easy to paint or stain to match
the colour of the glass lid frame.
Do not use ordinary glazier's
putty because the linseed oil in
it will not dry out in the airless
confines of a music box.

Henriot

One has to face the fact that
the early Swiss musical box man-
ufacturers helped each other out
and were not fussy or consistent
about unimportant details. Not
for them the later uniformity of
batch production, nor the plugging
of their name; they seem to have
had no objection to the individual
differences of their craftsmen, and

A,IIDRICA's hopeo for a 'permanent
museurn of nechanical musical instru'
ments----one of the founding airns of
our sister organisation, the Musical Box
Society International-could be a lot
closer than manY think.

The East Coast Chaoter of the MBSI
operates a small museum housed as
Daft of a Connecticut mansion at
Norwalk. This building, a strange
mixture of many architectural styles
and not without a degree of charm,
was built in 1864 and is preserved
as "America's Finest Victorian Palace".

Thanks to the generousity of two
senior American collectors, Herman
and Etta Ellenberger, the musical dis-
play is a small but encouraging
nucleus housed in the ogulent sur-
roundings of this former Civil War-era
millionaire's home.

To qualifv as a museum-oriented
organisation, however, the Musical Box
Society International has officially
registered the private collection of
Harvey Roehl at Vestal, New York
State, as its museum.

However, the notion of a permanent
site with a representative collection
of instruments is foremost in the
minds of many in America and in
discussions with The Music Bot at
his museum in Sarasota, Florida,
former MBSI president Walt Bellm
addressed some thought-provoking
comments on the subject,

His vast collection, essentially

Typical Henriot
tune card: 6-air
box, l0|in cylin-
der, 103 comb
teeth, serial num-
ber 11544. Plain
fruit - wood case

with end-flap but
without lock.
Probable date c.

1840 - Bellini's
I Puritani was
first performed
in 1835.

their main concern was the qualitY
of the music. These factors add
to the charm of early boxes but
militate against proving who made
which.

Take Henriot for examPle' Data
appeared on pages 169, 254 and
300 of Volume 9 of The Music
Box. but examination of more
boxes shows that some of the
clues are not certainties but onlY
probabilities. The bedplate, for
instance: most commonlY the
serial number is stamped along
the left side at right angles
to the name HENRIoT which is
parallel to the cylinder and in the
back left corner, as shown on
page 169, vol 9. But some Practi-
cally identical boxes, with com-
patible serial numbers, lack the

formed around the policy of having
at least one of everything and two
where there was a choice of oak or
mahogany case styles, admitted that
operaiing as a public atlraction was
not an ideal way to show instruments'

"I have long considered some sort
of lasting scheme of disPlaY and I
think that if it were possible to set
uD some sort of Dermanent exhibition
I^would certainly- consider some way
of making some of mY machines
available.

ment museum where it can be visited
not just by vacationers but by those
who are seriously interested."

Foqnding, funding and oPerating a

national museum is a major task any-
where, and perhaps nowhere more so
than in Amelica where the location is
bound to be the first stumbling block.
But with the co-ogeration of somebody
like Walt Bellm and a few others like
him, such a vision may not emerge
as quite so far-fetched.

Meanwhile in Britain we still have
the British Piano Museum at Brentford
housed in an ailing and unsafe church
because nobody cares to aid instru-
ment preservation,

name HENRIoT, and others, in-
cluding twelve-tune 2-per-turn no.
14670, have amplified it by adding
a second line "A GENEVE". Most
Henriot boxes have brass comb
washers. Most have three comb
dowels. Some have flat ends be-
hind the tips of the bass teeth.
Yet the only single one of all these
characteristics that seems to occur
on every Henriot box is the
serial number running up the left
side - and I feel sure someone
will soon find an exception to
this ! But the main point is that
a reasonable number of these
characteristics taken together will
indicate that the box is likelY to
be by Henriot.

Tune-cards
Another clue is the music, for it

has long been held, and so far
without contradiction, that Hen-
riot's tune arrangers were toP of
the league.

Perhaps the most valuable clues
lie in the tune cards. LuckilY theY
show a number of characteristics
peculiar to Henriot, as can be
ieen from the one illustrated
herewith and that on page 169 of
vol 9, both of which seem to have
been written by the same hand
despite the spread in serial num-
bers. I list those characteristics
which I think occur o':l every
Henriot tune card:

Embossed borders in various
patterns.

Tunes not numbered.
Serial number written in central

space, not in border.
No. of airs written as heading

or up left side, not in border.
Underlining has thickened

centre.
Card sizes include 3fr bY 2| ins

and 4l by 3 ins.

Only by continuallY uPdating
our clues as more information

ight can we refine our
about these admirable
rs of top qualitY musi

o

American musical box museum
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A VILLAGE CARILLON
by Roger Booty

GREAT WALTHAM, an attrac-
tive village four miles from
Chelmsford, has a carillon in the
tower of the parish church of St
Mary and St Lawrence. Known
locally, and also in most reference
books, as "the chimes", it seems
from its crudeness to be the work
of someone only passingly con-
cerned with clockwork and mech-
anical music. The numerous
references to repairs in the
churchwardens accbunts may be
the reason for the general rough
and ready appearance the mech-
anism has today.

The precise date of its being
placed in the tower is now un-
known but searches have found
that Philip Morant, who was once
curate at Great Waltham. does
not mention the chimes. onlv the
bells, in his History of Essiex of
1768. The next "Historv of
Essex", by Muilman in 1771, says
the tower contains, "six very good
bells, a set of chimes, and a
clock ", so I think we can safelv
date the chimes at about 1770. 

-

At the end of 1900 the original
large clock in the tower was found
to be beyond repair, so Gillett &
|ohnson, turret clock makers of
Croydon, were contracted to
supply a new clock for f75. The
chimes were also at this time verv
dilapidated so Gillet & Johnson
also offered to put them into
order, for the sum of f25.

Eight bells

There are eight bells, the oldest
dated 1336 through to 1729, and
the two most recent, 1796. To
quote {rom the Parish Magazine
for August 1901, "The tunes upon

The keys which are lifted by the pins on the barrel.
The barrel appears to be solid and is 20{ inches in
diameter by 23 inches long.

the old chimes were Sr Dauid and
Gloucester, of late years the latter
has seldom been heard. Both are
'common measure' tunes. Sf Darsid
had one note altered so as to
bring the tune on to six bells, a
proof that the chimes were in the
tower before the two bells. strik-
ing the top notes of the octave,
were placed there in 1796. We
have now set Sr Dauid right, so
that the tune is played correctly
throughout, and, instead of
Gloucester, the second tune is
Colchester, a 'short measure'."

To further quote from the
magazine: "it was found, how-
ever, that a ne\r' set of hammers

(for the chimes) was necessary in
addition, and it was also thought
advisable to provide an 'Ellacombe'
chiming apparatus for the whole
peal. By means of the 'Ellacombe'
apparatus, the whole peal can be
chimed, and any tunes, contained
on the eight bells of the peal, can
be played without difficulty by one
person."

The bells are thus each capable
of being rung, played mechanically
by the chimes, or played via the
'Ellacombe' apparatus, which at the
playing position consists of a cup-
board containing eight ropes, one
to each bell.

The chimes play the tunes on

A view of the barrel itself showing the keys at the
back. Note that the note pegs are driven straight into
the wood and cannot be adiusted.
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alternate weeks and can be heard
at eight o'clock in the morning, 12
noon, 4 in the afternoon and 8 in
the evening excepting on Sundays
when they are disconnected to
allow the bells to be rung.

Barrel Organs
Arthur Ord-Hume's book, Barrel

Organ has on pI34, a list, dating
from 1848, of churches that had
recently had Bevington organs in-
stalled. Great Waltham is on that
list so I have attempted to establish
whether or not it was a barrel
organ.

Churchwardens accounts indicate
that a Bevington organ was in-
stalled about 1845, and it seems
oossible that this was a manual in-
itrument as a booklet, "Great
Waltham Parish Church through
the centuries" by Rev B W ]ukes,
states: "In 1835 a gallery had been
erected at the West end, containing
a barrel organ .".

The accounts list, for December
1832, includes the item: "Paid for
new strings for Bass Viol, 5s." No
further reference is made to
musical instruments until March
25th, 1846 when Bevington & Sons
charged f,5 5s for tuning the or-
gan. This was followed in April
1848, the last year of the accounts,
by another tuning, by Mr Rust,
for fl 5s.

An organ, that was once barrel

operated, has been found at West
Hanningfield parish church, about
eight miles south of Chelsmford.
This organ was thought to have
possibly been a gift to the church
about 1857. There were five
barrels, which have been dis-
covered in the church tower, and
it is thought the organ was con-

verted to manual, key and pedal
boards, about 1905.

It seems little further informa-
tion is available, but the organ
is still in good condition and is
regularly used. Neither of these
organs are listed in Langwill and
Boston's book, Church and Cham-
ber Barrel Organs. O

her end of the keys showing the wires going up to the hammers.
ne of rather unsophisticated carillon compares unfavourably withThis type of rather unsoph rillon compares unfavourably with

the fai rnore complex mechanisms of the Low Countries ones which con-
siderably pre-date-this by several centuries. However, this is very- typical
of the itriming apparatus fitted into many English churches in the l8th
century and as suCh is part of our heritage worthy of preservation.

AIG acquisition boosts MMC to world's biggest dealer
ONE of America's biggest dealers in
self-acting musical instruments, Amerl-
can International Galleries, Inc, of
Irvine, Caltfornia, has ceased trading
and has transferred its inventory to the
Connecticut business run by Bill Edger-
ton, Mechanical Nlusic Cen'ter, Inc.

Originally founded by O David
Bowers and Terry Hathaway as Hath-
away & Bowers around 1966 and sit-
uated at Santa Fe Springs, the business
was reformed in 1972 as The Mekanisk
Musik Museum with its head office in
Denmark under the auspices of Claes
Friberg and Bowers.

Four years later the name was
changed to American International
Galleries and although the European
office remained in Copenhagen, new
and expanded American headquarters
were set uD at Santa Monica in Cali-
fornia. Less than a year later the
business moved to its last location
at Irvine where it leased a 25,800 sq ft
warehouse,

During the years of its operation
in its various guises, the Bowers busi-
ness, in its latter years managed by
Bonnie Tekstra. was renowned for its
first-rate illustrated cataloeues which
rapidly assumed the prooortions of an
instrument reference guide besides
being an accurate barometer of values
and the instrument market in general.

In an exclusive interview with The
Music Box in Connecticut in Septem-
ber, Q David Bowers commented on
the decision to dispose of the inven-
tory of instruments which AIG owned.

"The economic situation here in the
United States means that our business
has been declining over the past year.
The high cost of transportation plus
the fact that our stocks are becoming
harder and harder to replenish meant
that the operation was less and less
viable."

Questioned as to whether he was
personally withdrawing from the
mechanical musical instrument scene-
he has written several books on the
subject including the well-known
Encgclopedia of Automatic Musical
Instruments-Dave Bowers assured
that he was not.

"In fact I still have several writing
projects on hand and as I ex-Dect to
be moving shortly with my wife and
new daughter to Connecticut, I shall
be able to act as a consultant for
the transferred business if required."

New owner of the business is Bill
Edgerton who has operated as Ameri-
ca's number two dealer as the Mech-
anical Music Center, Inc, for the past
five'or six years. His premises form
part of Darien's Good Wives Shopping
Center not far from Stamford in Con-
necticut.

"AIG shut its doors on October the
f,rst," Bill Edgerton told, The Music
Box. "'[he entire inventory will be
shipped from California to here over
the next few weeks and already we
have secured a considerably enlarged
premises close by. We will accordingly
be moving from here into these ex-
panded premises as soon as possible.

"One feature of the new head-
quarters will be a large room in which
we can set up the Tai Mahal, Dave
Bowers' giant dancs organ, which will
be on indefinite loan to us.

"As for our catalogues, these will
be expanded in size and scope to re-
flect our increased inventory and the
next one will be issued this Fall."

A local MBSGB member, com-
menting on the transaction, said: "The
further West you go (in the States),
the louder the instruments get. Here
on the East Coast it is all musical
boxes while in California it's all
noise-making rt]achines,"

Happily, Bill Edgerton's acquisition
includes ample examples of both ex-
tremes !

NEW DIRECTORY
THE latest issue of tt'e Directorg of
Members together with the up-dated
Constitution & Bye-Laws was pub-
lished with the last issue of The
Music Box and should now be in the
hands of all members,

The Editor apologises for the late
despatch of this issue initially due to
his own extensive absences from home
and then owing to a delay in supplying
envelopes to our printers for mailing
occasioned by the changeover in the
role of Secretary.

Several unfortunate mistakes appeared
in the last issue. the most serious
being the inversion of the central
picture on page 315.
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CYLINDER BOX DATING
An important discovery

ONE of the most difficult things
is to date a musical movement

area were not taken uo bv other
makers until much latei.

Certainly the hardest era within
which the historian works todav
is that of the early musical move-
ment where even after examining
a large number of pieces accurate
attribution and dating remains em-
pirical.

The musical movement pictured
on these two pages was purchased
from a second-hand shop in
Malmo, Sweden, by Sven Forssell
some 30 years ago. It is now in
the collection of Bill Lindwall and
has just been restored in London
by Paul Tuck.

As can at once be observed, the

known as the reversed-comb stvle.
the piece has progressed from ihe
fusee-wound models of earlier
years and, like the piece by Arnaud

has a coil-spring to ensure a fric-
tion drive on the taper, presumably
because the maker experienced
screw breakage. The three control
levers protrude from the back of
the movement.

Importance of date
But the features which are of ex-

treme importance concern the en-
graving on both front and back of
the bedplate. Along the top edge
(behind the comb) is engraved:
" Frederick Raven6 de Berlin Fecit
d Gendve. Ano 1818 N(o) 6." On
the lower edge is engraved:
" Souvenir de Frederic Stefien. "

The first question is whether or
not the date is coeval with the
movement. Evidence pointing to
that is that the number is engraved
in the same style and with the
same tool as the rest of the en-
graving so, unless the " maker "



Opposite
pawl and
coil spring

such as lever
hole (left) andsemi-circular barrel lid oil

on endless shaft (above).

acquired from an undisclosed
maker a number of movements
which he then proceeded to num-
ber in his own way - extremely
unlikely - then one may consider
that the date l8l8 is the date of
manufacture.

Who was Raven6

Next is the problem of ex-
plaining how a Berlin maker
claims to have made (or acquired)
a piece made in Geneva upon
which he writes in French to what
appears to be a fellow German by
the name of Steffan.

First, then, what is known of
Raven6. To begin with, it is not a

German name and he may well
have been of Swiss origin. If we
examine Baillie's Clock & Watch-
makers of the World we find that
he lists:

*rr""i -, Berlin 1794 g(old) watch.

If Frederick Raven6 is the
Raven6 referred to in Baillie, then
we can at once filI in that blank
for the Christian name. Frederick
Steffan could be anybody, possibly
a friend or benefactor, or a rela-
tive.

The possibility is that Frederick
Raven6, 24 years after his recorded
gold watch, went to Geneva to

learn musicwork. Or that Fred-
eric was the son of the Berlin
maker mentioned.

State-of-the-art
Whichever - or whatever - the

real answer may be, this movement
is an important link in the history
of the cylinder musical box because
it shows us very clearly the state
of the art in Geneva in 1818. This
piece gives us an immense boost to
our knowledge and could well be
the most important discoverY of
the decade.

Our thanks to Bill Lindwall for
making pictures of this rare piece
available to The Music Box. O

MANY members now arrange and
cut new music for organettes but
one of the really fiddley jobs about
the whole operation is the appar-
ently basic one of how to cut the
paper for the music rolls !

People have been cutting or-
ganette music rolls for over a
hundred years, so why should it
still be such a chore ? I examined
the many patents for roll-perforat-
ing machinery. Ideas range from
burning the paper against a metal
master with holes in (guaranteed
to clog your valves with ash),
through to the complex devices
used by piano-roll makers. No, for
the organette music cutter, unless

he is in business in a big way,
hand-cutting remains the simplest
and quickest way. It is also
cheapest ... .

The tool shown here can be
knocked up in a few hours by any
amateur mechanic and it will
prove its worth at first cut since
it cuts both sides of the perforat-
ion at one go and thus ensures
straight and parallel sides.

The secret is to make the centre
part of the handle exactly the same
width as the required holes in the
paper. Make it -of 

brass or scrap
steel for a nice job although you

Cutting organette music
can make a cheap and nasty one
using plywood if you wish. The
flanks which form the rounded
handle are not necessary but do
make holding the tool less of a
problem.

Use two ordinary double-edged
razor blades and fix them into
place with a couple of small bolts
and a metal washer plate as shown
by the dotted line. This is imPort-
ant otherwise as you p;ess the
blades will bend and probablY
break.

The best way of using the tool
is to mark out your music first
with a pencil, then punch a hole
at the start and finish of each note
slot - use a round punch of the

and cut between the holes.

Using normal-weight Paper' You-
can cu[ up to six rolls at once if
you clip the papers tightly-together
and onlv work on a small area at
a time to avoid fanning the edges
out of alignment. A O-H
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This valuable piece of ephemera, 102
years old this nonth. is a leffer from
M I Paillard & ,Co to the Department
of Collection & Auditor at tht Custom
Ilouse, Philadelphia whose stanp it
bears at the top. Signed by Alfred E
Paillard, this lefter bears ihe imrpres-

i:,::r.f

sion, in light pink, of the medal award-
ed to Faillard at the 1876 Philadelphia
Centennial Expo,sition. This giant show,
staged on a 28tl-acre site by the
Schuylkill River between Elm Avenue
and Girard, is remembered for the
showing of the hand and torch of the

yet-unfinished Statue of Liberty (given
to America by France), and the ele-
vated railway across fle Lansdowne
Ravine. Ig is also remembered becrause
in spite of an attendance iust short of
l0m, ths show incurred a loss of
$5,166,27 6. (F r om the O rd - H um e Library.)
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Arnaud the Musrcal Box Maker
THERE are many instances of
musical boxes being supplied by
people other than musical box
makers. Often these items were
marked by the vendor before sale.
Clock and watch factors not in-
frequently adopted this practice
and in this way history is some-
times blurred.

However, the piece illustrated
here is indeed believed to be the
work of the signatory and is thus
the only piece so far discovered
which can be attributed to this
maker.

The movement pictured here is
the property of the Nationaal
Museum van Speelklok tot Piere-
ment and was acquired several
years ago in a very poor and very
damaged state. The editor ex-
amined this piece and found that
it bore the mark illustrated on the
right - ARNAUD.F.s-and the
serial number (or stock number)
890.

A comolete restoration has now
been undirtaken by George Wors-
wick and this most interesting and
unusual four-air movement is now

The format of the Arnaud movement is characteristic of the latter half
of the first quarter of the last century. Stamped more or less centrally
on the vee-shaped comb block is the name and serial number, reproduced
in enlargement above. Other pictures on this page show various details
of this fine and unusual early movement. The high tune'change finger
is a feature of many o{ the products of this period. The three upturned
control levers are one strange feature of this piece.

back on exhibition at Utrecht.
The only reference to Arnaud

appears in Montres de Fantasie by
Patrizzi and Sturm where he is
described as a watchmaker in
business 1830 at rue Coutance 86,
Geneva.

Various features of this item are
apparent from the detail pictures
below. There are 88 teeth in groups
of two and the comb base is
screwed down into the bedolate
while there are three square-
headed screws securing it from
beneath. The movement is pinned
to play three tunes and these are
changed using a six-point shrouded
change wheel and a double, three-
step snail. Note the two screws
securing the very tiny jewelled

r*,: ..

cock plate and also the mainspring
ratchet oawl with entended lever
to facilitate letting down the
spring. Observe also how the outer
motor bearing has inward-turned
securing lugs while the inner bear-
ing has a single-screw outward-
turned one.
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Making a Roll-playing
Electronic Organ

by F D Webb

THE present popularity of the
electronic organ may be seen as
a repetition of the events which
concerned the piano and, later, the
player piano in the opening years
of this century.

The player piano suffered an
ignominious decline before the
changing tastes which came along
with the improvements of wireless
and gramophone and only in recent
years has it really made a come-
back. 'During the intervening
years, though, hundreds were de-
stroyed or abandoned or suffered
at the hands of the " modernising
tuner " who would strip out the
player action and convert a player
into a normal piano.

Many piano tuners and dealers
still have old player actions lying
around in their stores and these
can be obtained for a modest price
in many instances. Alternatively,
one frequently comes across dere-
lict players from which the removal
of the player action will allow you
the opportunity to convert an
electronic organ into a roll-player.

The compass of various keyboard instruments showing different electronic organ keyboard compa.sses defined.
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The job of converting an elec-
tronic organ to a player one is not
all that difficult but it reouires a
person who is reasonably handy
with tools and who can solder
neatly the various wires and con-
tacts. A knowledge of basic elec-
tronics and of player pianos would
also be a good starting point.

Recently, I acquired a Kawai
electronic organ, a japanese instru-
ment with the model number
E101. At the time I bought it I
had no ideas about converting it to
the player role, but finally the
thought crossed my mind: how
would a music-roll sound if played
upon it. More to the point, though,
was how could the electronic
mechanism be activated mechani-
cally !

I considered a number of alter-
natives, including some ways of
using modern electronic methods,
before I decided to concentrate mv
efforts on using the parts of an
ordinary player piano.

An examination of some old
player parts still retained from

broken and scrapped player pianos
revealed that I had four Aeolian
" Pianola " actions in fair condi-
tion. These 88-note actions com-
prise two 44-note decks arranged
as staggered lines across their
length with the valve stems pro-
jecting up through fibre spacers.
The single-valve action offered a
pouch-rise of about 3l32inch. The
overall length of the stack pre-
sented a problem since the average
44 - note two - manual electronic
organ will have a case width of
around 42ins to 44ins. The two
decks, I realised, would have to be
cut down to length, leaving me
with 33 valves in each deck. I will
deal with this job in a later part.

First you will need to obtain
your organ ! The instruments have
been around long enough now to
have generated a healthy second-
hand market and an examination
of the small advertisements in the
music publications and papers
such as The Exchange & Mart will
reveal a wide choice of models and
prrces.

61ono
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Written:-
(Treble Clef)

KEYBOARD/PEDAL - BOARD CHART
ELECTRONIC ORGAN

THE NOTES OF BOTH KEYBOARDS (MANUALS)
AND PEDAL-BOARD(S)

NUMBERS 0N IID KEYS ARX TIIE EQUTVALENT NoTE NUI,IBERS rN PI,AYER P]ANO
Middle TnDrJrrwn r ^r:v

==?Y?

Could extend

Could {-
extend

Written:-
(Bass

lVritten:-
(Bs Cle0

Could lie directlY below

Treble Clef (for convenience)
Middle

c25 ?7 ?BC

Usual Pedal-board Middle
c

The keyboard compass of a t5pical home electronic organ showing player-operated keys

You will find it is essential that also a trade service manual and provided. Without them, you can
whatever organ you acquire you circuit diagram. In the case of my have a lot of problems trying to
must be able to procure an instruc- organ, I made it a condition of locate the essential components, in
tion manual from the makers and purchase that these papers were particular the mixer components
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in the circuitry to wire up the con-
tacts that are to be fitted to the
pneumatic stacks.

In the way of tools, you will need
a good average set of handyman's
hand tools plus electrician's pliers
and wire-strippers as well as a fine-
tipped. electrical soldering iror.
Solder with a flux core will also be
needed.

Various sundry items will also
be needed: these will be described
as we come to them. As regards
space, the more space available,
the better, but a good drY garage

or workroom will suffice.
As regards the player piano

action you use, the compass of the
average organ is 6l notes comPris-
ing 13 bass pedals (CC to C), four
keys lower manual C sharp, D,
D sharp, E (E to C' octave), F to
C (C to Cn) on the upper manual
of a 44-note keyboard, on which I
have based this modification. A
49-note two-manual organ will, of
course, be different as will be a

single keyboard type.
From this you will see that a

65-note player action would make

the adaption quite simple in that
one could " lose " the four extra
notes upon a 6l-note compass or-
gan, two lower bass and two upper
lreble easily being blocked off.
Alternativelv. these notes could be
tubed in io double-up octaves,
below and above.

With this in mind, select your
electronic organ, acquire your
player piano action, and in the next
instalment we will take a further
step towards playing those old
piano rolls on a modern instru-
ment. O

Understanding the electronic organ
THE diagram, shown left, has been
redrawn -frorn a JaPanese maker's
service manual. It portrays the style
of any orga
in general,
price range
home-use r
all the avera

There are many versions in the
manufactuters.

e a copY of one
ed to lovers of
see the large

range and many brand-names that are
available.

panel of more complex circuitry with
inter-connecting connectors to com-
plete circuit wiring arrangements.

Pointer arrows will be observed
upon linking lines between each box.
These show the direction of signals'
By " signals " is meant the paths of
various waveforms. Starting at the top
left corner, Master Oscillator passes
the control oscillations to a Clock
Driuer (repetitive sync pulses) to the
twelve Master Generators, thence to the

previously.
it will be

perimposed
upon the Master Oscillator from its
own switched vibrato oscillator. From
tlrre Ditsider the signals pass out as the
compass of the keyboard and pedals,
usually through an 84 distribution
resistive network as here. Thence the
such outputs are split up and routed
to the Upper and Lower Sustain gate
circuits; dealing with the upper section,
after treatment passes to a Mfuer panel
(sorting out the required tab footages)
they are passed on to the Voicing
Filters, thence to the switching which
are the actual function tabs.

After this treatment the signals are
quite weak in strength. They now pass
to a level pre-amplifier, after which it
will be seen that there is a junction
point from whence the lower manual
filter voicing, together with upper
manual Percussion Filter, is so inlected
via pre-set limit controls. These are a
part of the printed circuit boards and
are not to be interfered with, being
pre-set at the factory.

There is a further pre-amplifrcation
stage separating this from an input
signal frorn the Peilal Filter Tabs and
also from the Reoerberation Unit from
the lower octaves of the lower manual
(recalling the detailed reverberation
system function) combined. It may be
seen the output's separate percussions,
rhythms and auto-chord circuits also
converge via the rhythm volume
control. All the various circuits des-
cribed now only requiring " boost "
amplification of sufficient magnitude as
to power the loudspeaker via the main
amplifier.

Before the boosters will be seen
further junction input points denoted
as Microphone and Guitar pre-
amplifiers for use in conjunction. With
the organist playing independently,
there is a segarate input jack-point,
whilst across the final booster will be
seen an optional special tage recorder
suitable for organ's tape cassette
recording, and for tape tuition purposes.
Tapes are available for learning in a
course of six cassettes. with a
"memory" device "stop" and
" replay " facility, for practice purposes.

The Diuider output has been dealt
with as far as the upper manual is con-
cerned, Notice that this is also con-
nected to the lower manual keys and
pedal gate as related waveforms,
sustained via its tab switch.

To the bottom left will be seen the
Pedal kegs, the Electro-Chord contol
panels, and seven circuits inter-
connected upon one panel. Note the
direction path of signals, appearing to
proceed backwards and forwards. A
study of the various units shows by
their names that the circuitry is rather
complex. From these units will be seen
the three associated control tab
switches, Rhgthmer, Electro-Chord and
Break. This last-mentioned breaks the
circuits so that the automatic rhythms
and chords do not play when it is in
the off position,

Also connected into these oanel units
is the actual Pulse Pattern Generator
mastered by a separate Clock
Oscillator. This triggers off, via a
tempo manual control, the automatic
rhythms chosen at the " start " control
panel to its left, in turn through the
Pulse Distribution network. Rhythm
volume manual control and tone. which
varies the treble/bass relationship,
aftects rhy'thm output signals only.

The interesting feature now common
to all electronic organs with auto-

chords and rhythms is the " temPo

knob, so assisting him to play his
melody with the rhythm accomPani-
ment to correct time he has set himself.
The lamp gives out a momentarY flash
at the first beat of the bar, T h e
organist obviously has to time himself
appropriately, otherwise rhythm tim-
ing is lost. The auto-chords are auto-
matic in the sense that they are, in
this organ, chosen at the lower manual
or pedal keys, but the rhythm section
is also so synchronised when " break "
is on. When of, the rhythm will carry
on independently, as required.

Differing types of organs have dif-
ferent features in this respect. Some
pick out chords by the touch of one
flnger only. The chord-organ is usually
the feature of the cheaper organ with
one manual with pre-fixed buttons to
pick out. similar to accordion button
principle. If you think of buying one
of these. it would be wise to ensure
(depending on your playing ability) the
type of automatic systems that each
individual organ may have incorp-
orated. If you are not a Proficient
player but can read the top music staff
to play a one-finger tune on the upper
manual, you may be able to take note
of the chord symbol key-pitch below
(sometimes above) which have to be
memorised. In this way, the verY
inexperienced player should not have
difrculties and very soon may be able
to pick up the techniques.

To complete the block diagram, the
actual key manuals, as are shown bY
signal direction double arrows' are
derived from the Waoe Contterter,
which is the distribution network
(already mentioned) from the divider
system. This comprises two pairs of
contacts upon common busbars to the
wiring. Note that the lower manual
and pedal keys proceed into key detec-
tion circuitry for the production of
automatic chords before being passed
to the combined signals pre-amplifiers,
thence to the final speaker main
amolifiers and the " Leslie " tremolo
meihanically derived sound-eftect
earlier described.

The foregoing description is pro-
vided purelv for information to assist
the novice in grasping what makes an
electronic organ work, and the methods
whereby it may be made to function
electronically. a
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PIPE
THEMES

A very fine barrel
organ, seen left and
right, is owned by
William Edgerton in
Connecticut. Hous-
ed in a magnificent
case (not pictured)
it bears the name
of B Dufner, Buffa-
lo, and was thus
built in Anerica.
The families Duff-
ner and Dufner
were both asso-
ciated with Black
Forest work, Eduard
Duffner being one
of the last in the
second half of the
last century. The
builder of this piece
(which has l0 stand-
oft bells) must have
emigrated to
America.

The small serinette
or bird-organ,
characteristically
with l0 notes. was
first manufactured
in the early lSth
Century and remain-
ed virtually unalter-
ed right up until the
early decades of
the present century.
Traditionally a pro-
duct of the Vosges
area of France.
many makers were
centred in Mire-
court, a village
whose industry was
virtually taken over
by ferome Thibou-
ville-Lamy, the fam-
ed Parisian and
London instrument
makers.

Built between 1900 and 1905 by Gasparini, this 52-key
book-playing organ features seven trombone basses. f0
accompaniment keys, a 20-note melody and an ll-note
coun_ter-meJody plus percussion keys. There are six stops
on the melody plus clarinet and piccolo. The instrument ls
preserved in the Nationaal Museum van Speelklok tot Piere-
ment in Utrecht.
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LIST OF TUNES,
FOR STYLE X, Xl' XV and XVl.

CRTTERIoN Muslc Boxrs.
Diameter of Tune Disks Nr/2 i:mch,es-

r a rra rra rlr lErlrrr arl

dinand Schaub, shop foreman and
son of Otto's head bookkeeper'
Adolph Schaub. The patent appears
to date fro,m 1895 and production
began the following Year with
marketing beginning in November
of 1896. Paillard in New York was
the agent and it is rePorted that
he handled between 80 and 100 a
month. Three sizes were rnade -llt ins, 15f, ins, and 201 ins. This
caialogue now advises us that that

there were at least four different
models within this size. In sPite
of the initial guccess of the
machine, legal action bY Regina
over infringement of patent result-
ed in the 

"instrument being with'
drawn late in 1897. Otto then in'
troduced the Euphonia in one size

only - 15* ins. This was a further
shortJived-excursion which paved
the way for the OlYmPia with
which Otto achieved success.

From the collection of Steve and
jere Ryder of Cranford, N9*
iersey comes this list of discs for
the Criterion musical box. This
exceedingly rare document ad-
vances our knowledge of this
product of the Capital " cuft " box
maker, F G Otto & Son. Research
by Hughes Ryder identifies the
Criterion as Otto's first conven'
tional disc-playing muqical box
and identifies the Patentee as Fer'
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follow

 are reproduced the
pages of a price list published
in N
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 Y

ork by M
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aillard
and show

ing the com
pany's

full range of stock item
s. A

l-
though undated, this four-
sided leaflet seem

s to have
been issued around 187E

-80.
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he im
portance of this type

of ephem
era lies in its very

nature. W
ho bothers to keep

a price list once an updated
one com

es on the scene? T
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survival of this sort of infor-
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ation is thus not only valu-
able to our study of the
history of m

usical boxes but
also because it has becom

e a
rare item

 in itself.
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M. J. PAILLARD & CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

680 BROADWAY, near Bond St.,

FACTORY: Srr. Cnou, Switznnlmll,

I€ryHrilatu B+xHHaffi
NE\M YORK.

Acnlcv: 31 Posr STREET, SLn Fnltlctsco, Cl,t,

tr@tr ffiE€EGEtr ts@EE€.
One Tune, Round Tin and Papier Mach6 Oases, with Crank, $1.25.

SMALL SIZE MIJSICAL BOXES
These lJoxes are self-acting, being worked by a spring, and wound' up like a watch.

JAPAI{IIED TI]I CASES.

2 Tunes,2] inch Cylinder. - -. . . $4 00

3 t( 22 (( . 650
4 u 2t (t - 800

OBIIAIi|EIIIAL CARVEO IYOOD CASES,

2 Tunes, 2| iuch Cylinder. -.... $4 50

750
900

15 00

ORTAIIETTAL I|ORII CASES.

2 Tunes, 2| inch Cylinder. .- - - . $5 00

3((23.(
4..2+((

]|IG||LY POLISI|EO u{OOO AIIO IIILAIO CASES,

2 Tunes,2f inch C.ylinder.

700
875

950
16 00

$5 00
8003.(2+((

4u2+(.
6u3+.(

342t.(
4(t2Z((
6(.3+.(

tlr sli|Atl t|JslcAt B0xEs.T||E LATEST Il'|PRO'IETEIII

Papier Mach6 Cases, with a large variety of pretty clesigns (Chinese, Japanese, views, and pearl inlaid), and

attached key, playing two tunes- - ffi4 25

In addition to the Boxes above described, \ye are constantly importing Novelties, with concealed Musical

Box€s, playing two, three, and four tunes, such as:

LADIES' '\[rORK BOXES. ---- from $6 00 upward.

PHOTOGRAPHIC AIrtsUMS.. '{ 5 00 ('

MINIATURE SWISS COTTAGDS (' 8 OO "
CIGAR STANDS '( 8 OO "

t/)



fuss+tm Haem BAetsEilar, B+pxHS"

PfuIZB MEDA& AffiE

En@HUgE EnP!.oUA,

This cut reprosents an open lilusical 8ox, with Celostial Voices; Bells,
Drums, and Castanets in slght.

The works of these Boxes are wound up by a lever and kept in motion by powerful springs.

oEffifgil'ffinafi BEExtsnE[oN,

PHI&ADELPHtrA, trE?6"

ilustcAl B0xEs, wtTlt tiltlATt0lt R0sEut000 cAsEs,

4 Tures, 4$ inch Cylinder. ... $20 00

ilustcAl B0xEs, Yiltlil BEtLs lr stG||T,

6 Tunes, 8| inch Cylinder- .. $65 00
6t(10C.
6u72.3
8(.8+..
8(. 10t(
8i(12(.
8., 14u

10 (( 10 ..

10 .( 12 t.

10 .( 11 ((

TIUSICAT BO)(ES, tvITH BELLS AIID DBUIIS IlI SIG||T.
6 Tunes, 7| inch Cylintler- . - $85 00

95 00
... 105 00
.. _ 110 00
. .. 125 00
... 115 00
.. . 150 00

ilustcAt BoxEs,v,lIFBELLS, DRUI,|S, Afto CASIAIIETS lil St0|{T,

6 Tunes, 12 inch Cylinder. - - $115 00
135 00
145 00

6(.4L(.
6u5+((
6..7t4
8(.5tt.
gt(7+.(
10 ., 7+, ..

6((4t..
6..5L((
6..7+..
6(1 10(.
8((51 ((

8.(7t(.
8({10..
g((12..

10(.7Lu
10 (( 10 (.

10 ,, L2 (.

12 (( 10 t(

12 .( 72 ..

12 .. 15 .(

22 00

24 00

29 00

26 00

30 00

34 00

23 00

25 00

30 00

38 00

27 00

31 00

40 00

50 00

35 00

lsbo
55 00

50 00

60 00

80 00

72 .( 10 t.

72412t(
12 (3 74 ((

L2 ,. 16 ..

85 00
70 00

75 00
90 00

... 105 00

80 00
95 00

... 110 00
85 00

... 100 00

... 115 00
_.. 130 00

70 00

tustcAl B0xEs, wlT]| lilut0 R0sEw00D c0YERs.

4 Tunes, a] inch Cylintler. .. $21 00

6.. 10(.
6.. 12.(
8(. 12(l
8((14((

10412((
72 (( 16 ((

8tr14('
10 (( 14 (.

12 rr 16 ..
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ilAtD0tlilES (or Tremolo),

4 Tunes, 5{ inch Cylinder -

I|USIGAL BOXES tvITII CELESTIAT VOICES.

(R,IED ACCOMPANIMENT.)

6| inch Oylinder . " $80 004..7+.(
6((7+t(

$26 0o

32 00

34 00

45 00

55 00

50 00

60 00

55 00

65 00

?0 00

90 00

100 00

6 Tunes,

8(.
8r,
8.,

10 (.

72 ((

8+"
10 t(

90 00

_. . 105 00

... 120 00

.. - 130 00

-.. 160 00

6 t( 10

6(.L2
8.'10
8 (. 12

10 6, 10

10 u12
12 (, 72

12 u15
L2 (( 16

6 Tunes, 7{
6.(10
6t(10
6{. 13

8(. 10

27 1. ((

27 l. (.

24l. (t

$50 00

55 00

75 00

100 00

65 00

8 Tunes, 13'j

8.(17
10 (t 77

12 .( 15

12 tt L7

27 l. .L

27 l. (,(

241. (t

27 l. .(

$110 00

150 00

175 00

125 00

190 00

(t
\2
12

14

(a

3(

The above also with Bells; Bells antl Drums; Bells,

Drums, and Castanets.

Prices antl lists of tunes sent on application'

a(

((

{L

EXPRESSIVES; MANDOLINE-EXPRESSIVES ; OUVERTURES ; QUATUORS, EtC.

Prices and Irists of Tunes sent on application.

F€BBEffitr trERffi@HEE€"
PetuNrno sv M. J, PATLLARD & Co., Mlncn 23' 1875.

Tbe tole of these Boxes is remarkably powerful ancl at tlrc sauie time very sweet and melodious'

inch Cylintler, 27 l. tliam - - - . -

L(, 241. K

a(

(t

a{

a.

((

hancr: SUBLIME HARM0NIE-zlTHER HARMoNIQUE-PICC0LO ; SUBLIME HAR-

WITH HARP-ZITHER' an<l many ot'her extra-fine styles'

on receipt of 10 cts. we will sencl pamphl", 
"";";-* , Eoco they aremacle a.nil hoto th'eg should'be treated"

trERF"EEEtrtrR Etrtrg€trffiEHE"
This is a pretty imitation of these instruments, ancl can be attached to any Musical Box. whether new or old,

at from $10.00 to $15.00.

EEtrtrER=EeRffi@HE€@E' FEGG@E@.
6 Tunes, 10 inch Cylinder. .. . - $60 00

6 ,( 72 4 _ 7000

We occasionally have on

M0N I E-TREM0L0-QU I NTETTO

18Tunes,10inchCylincler- .'''$6500
I S .( IZ .. - 7500
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*A*A
THE LATEST FEATURE AND UNEQUALED IMPROVEMENT.

ffimfresehomg eogbhe @g[fimiles nmefiEo[ @x@8.
(PATENTED FssnuAny 11, 1829.)

These boxes may be purchased with one or more cylinders; aclditional cylinclers may be obtainecl at auy
time, aDd their number is unlimited. On cylintlers, with tunes to order, an advance of Z0 per cent. is made on
the regular price. Of this class we rnake the three following st5'les:

No. r, Mandoline.
With Iiosewood Case, extra large main-spring, Ifarp-Zither attachmeut, and one Cylinder, 4 Airs,

10 inches loug, 2} inches diameter - - . $1b0 00
Each additional Cylinder, 4 Airs, 10 inches lougr 2! inchcs diameter- 2b 00
Plain Walnut Box, to hold three cylinders. - - - - - B b0
Highly polished Rosewood Ilbx, to hold three cylinders b 00
Yery rich, inlaid Oase- . -...extra 12 00
With two coupled. rnailr-springs s( 25 00

Table or Stand with drawers to hold cylirrders, g?5 and upward,.

No. 2, Sublime Harmonie.
(PATENTED Mancu Zg, 187;.)

With li.osewood Case, extra large' main-spring, Harp-Zither attachment, and. one Cylincler, 4
Airs, 12 inehes long. 2f inoLres d,iameter- . .-. $200

Each additional cylincler, 4 Airs, 12 inches long, 2| inches tliarneter_ A0
Plain lYalnut Box, to hold three cylinders. g

Highly polishetl Rosewood Box, to hold three cylinders. b
Yeryrich,inlaidCase- _-._--extra 16
With two coupled. main-springs .( ZE

Table or Staud with drawers to hold c;,-lind.ers, S8b and upward.

ltlo.3, Sublime Harmonie, Ztrher Harmonique, Piccolo.
With very rich, inlaid Case, two extra large coupled. main-springs, Hatp-Zither attachment, and

one Cylind.er, 4 Airs, 20 inches long, 3| inches diameter. - - _ - . $650 00
Each additional Cylind.er, 4 Airs, 20 inches long, 3] inches diameter. 100 00Highrvporished*i";il1-uJ:#J,",'f#:lJ'liiTd;r;;0";.;;il-;;;;;;u. 8 00

00
00
50
00
00
00

M. J. Paillard & Co. have with
Musical Box purchasing public. It
accuracy.

this style succeeded,

nay be consiclered

in meeting the repeated demand of a najority of the
as a vast improvement, and a triumph of.mechanical

The advantage of the coupled nrain-springs is, that a box, after being wound up, will play twice as long as
with a single spring.

We make to order any style of Musical Box f'rom 4 tunes 4j iuch cylind.er upwards, to play any variety
of tunes desired. In such cases aD advance is made on the price, fbr special anangement of the music.

Large boxes as well as small ones can be sent safelg by Drpress.
Persons ordering C. O. D., must enclose l0 per cent. of value of ord.ered box to show their good faith.

ALL PNICNS ABE NET CASH. MUSICAL BOXNS NNPATNND.

WJDLoop !. Eotloolpct. Prbtan, l2l Fultor gt,, t{. L\l/tl
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Editor's Notebook
-Thinfs seen, heard and experienced-

things about which one casuallY
chuckles.

As the crow
shoppers went
Leeds on that
Schuchnecht fr
serenading them with his German
street organ. Up the street came two
voung policemen and, camera in hand,
i saw 

- the chance of an interesting
shot. I intercepted the Law and sug-
sested that they might care to stand
with Peter and the organ while mY
shutter finger did its stufi. TheY
willingly acceeded to my request'

After the deed was done, though,
one of them came up and in an almost
aoolosetic aside, asked if I could do
trim itre favour of sending him a copy
of the shot. "Certainly", I said, and
with a flourish drew out mY notebook,
stood ug to my full flve-foot-nine-and
a-half against the six-foot-two-inch
Lawman, and said: "MaY I ask for
your name and address?"

"I'll write
it down reupon he
grabbed proceeded
io write Now all
would have been well had it not been
for Keith Harding who, ever one for
a whim, instantly took a picture of
the two of us and chortled with de-
lieht that at last he'd got a shot of
the Editor having his name and ad-
dress 'took' (as the policeman in
Toatown would have put it). It seems
that my gentle dream was "boot-on-
the-other-footed" by our back-cover
Keith!

Shamrocks
Right before the Leeds session I

had to go to Dublin on business and
while there found a shop with some
music rolls for sale. Never one to
pass up an opportunity, I looked
ihrough them only to find that each
of them had carefully been re-spooled-
backwards.

Now I don't understand the signi.fi-
cance of this one either but somewhere
there has to be an Irish peeanah with
a player mechanism that runs the
wrong way round. Either I've got to
buy it or I've got to re-spool those
rolls as I'm getting fed-up with play-
ing the Kreutzer Sonata upside down.
Who says the Irish aren't original !

A real musical box
One of my regular visits to Germany

gave me a free morning in Nurnberg
at the end of the summer and I took
the opportunity to head for the Ger-
manisches Nationalmuseum to view the
musical instruments there.

What a fine collection they have !

Although not as strong on self-acting

instruments as the Deutches Museum
spec-
t out.
d and
auto-

at the time this was made in Augsburg'
1575 or thereabouts, Queen Elizabeth
the First ruled Britain. Sir Francis

upon America.
After all this time, the instrument

can still be played upon bY hand and
will, when *orind up, play as it did
more than four centuries ago. Quite a
spine-tingler that !

Motherhood, apple pie and
mechanical music

For several years, my good friend
Dr Ian-Jaap Haspels of the museum
in Utrecht has cherished a dream of
making his f,rst visit to the United
States and it struck us both as a good
opportunity to fulfil this by attending
the 3lst annual meeting of our sister
society, the Musical Box Society Inter-
national,

Any visit to America, however,
slrou,ld include various other musical
instrument highspots as well, so we
built up our itinerary around several
of the larger and more important of
the East Coast locations. We started
in Florida.

The final leg of our outward flight-
that from Miami to Sarasota - was
completed aboard a nifty twin-engined
rriachine which appeared to ,be the
civilian version of a WWII bomber.
Our white-haired pilot appeared of the
same vintage as we battered through
the sultry, stormy night skies with two
red-hot exhaust manifolds to remind
us that we were flying piston-Power
as distinct from blow-lamp power.

Walt Bellm met us at Sarasota and
took us to his home on the bay where
within minutes I was engaged in trying
to unfathom a broken-locked musical
box!

The several days we spent in Florida
at Walt's incredible museum gave Jan-
Iaap his first taste of American
mechanical musical instruments and as
ever afforded me the opportunity to
further my own knowledge of these
fine pieces.

Among the many things duly record-
ed in my notebook and pictured using
one or more of the veritable photo-
grapher's nightmare of paraphernalia
I lugged along with me was the pres-
ence of a Wilcox & White Symphony
player organ playing rolls a mere 91
inches wide. A typical roll for this
was numbered 4004, Suppe's Poet &
Peasant Ouerture. I have never come
across one that size before.

ting machine was a
piano-organ which

sPecial Celesta music
88-note ones. This

Euterpephon
On page 149 of. Volume 7 we Pub-

lished 
-a-picture of the Euterpephon,

then described as a hitherto un-
discovered tYpe of disc-playing musical
box which had come into tJre possession

marque.
I ixamined this machine in detail-

short of dismantling it which is not
really a thing you do to somebody else's
instrument. and certainlY not in a

museum without sPecific aPProval!

ture of a robed female Playing two

early years of'this century provides the
information that Otto Pohland was
indeed in business at K
Chemnitz. Managed by
(in 1906), the business
in 1887 as an agent for
jewellery and a dealer in mechanical
instruments, talking machines and
accessorres,

The discs are finely printed in gold
and black with an
ally ornate design
typical number is
the usual legend
under the figure of the big-mouthed
muse, Euterpe.

Disc proiections
But the real clue comes in the form

of the disc projections. They are highly
individualistic and readily identiflable.
To begin with, they are not rectangu-
lar in form, but the punched-out end
is pointed and this pointed end is then
folded back in the usual way until it
is made to enter a small opening
punched behind the proiection. This
second, smaller punching produces a
sort of tiny pening so
that the poin Projection
engages in it. makes for
a very stroDg ch is suP-
ported at its rear or trailing edge.

The patent for this type of proiection
was taken out by Otto Helbig & Poli-
keit of Gohlis, I-eipzie. The British
patent is numbered 394I and is dated
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February 2lst, 1896 and was securedin the name of the company's British
agent, I B Howard.

name of agent C A Jensen.
It is always nice when one can solve

a mystery and identify a piece such as
this. This means that already there is
something fresh to scribble down on
page 202 of the book Musical Borl

From Sarasota and the hot sun, wejourneyed North to Newark Aiiport
where Steve Ryder met us. Now the
last time home in
Cranford, agnificent
Edelweiss iis organaccompani x is noltr
the property of one of our Swiss mem-
bers, Manou Horngacher, and he has
authorised an article on it for The
Music Box which I hope will be ready
soon from the pen of Roger Vreeland
whoss article on the Helvetia is still
fresh in our minds. But I cannot resist
recording one extra little bit of infor-
mation about the machine which is
really impressive. It concerns that Hel-
vetia/Edelweiss lever-plucking action
with its " play-silent " lever, - On this
instrument, the lever has three
Posr off (i.e, silentrota and organ andmus must surely bethe of these intred_ible es.

Symphonion changes
Talkin

to boot.
with our
maintain

(left and right) and the pieces cut out
were at the top, bottom and left. These

made?

American brands

- Miscelleneous jottings from my note-
book include the following snippets of
information gleaned from - 

various
sources and presented out of interest.

The New Century disc-playing musi-
cal box. one model of which is a two-
tunes -
comes
discs
rather
ion.

A brand of disc musical box occas-

Passenger with a pistol

Surrounded by security guards, saidpassenger blandly declared that he
wanted to take the gun with him as it

terrorist to contend with.
However, despite the enormous

beard, they had the feeling that he was
not your usual sort of potential hi-jacker or terrorist and when the cap-
tain of the aircraft came to the rescue
and offered to carry the pistol with
him in the cockpit, the hiatus was

_ -And so our member Siegfried
Wendel managed to attend the MBSI

his superb
istol, even
either got
still hiber-

Griesbaum delunct

Names and makers, marks

about
archi-
gently

oqt much research i' my libra.yatf,i.""1His book vrill embraae fairground
organs and their repairers.

music! o

The latest Link with the past
having a different code.

. The complex spool-drive mechanismis powered by a familiar type of
vacuum motor only this is a roll-
motor with a difference. Back in the
twenties when tire American aviation

generations of ffyers. Your editor had
several. singularly nasty experiences inthe thlngs...

However,
driven by th
Trainer! Fro
trarner and
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,{lfred Farenden of Gaudin & Cie,
described as " showman's musical in-
strument makers ". By the following
vear. however, the business seems to
have passed into the hands of R J

Lakin & Co Ltd who were described as

." mechanical organ buildebs ". Geoft
comments that he believes that this
must be an error on KellY's Part as

Farenden's name appears there again
in ttre 1927 directory but is not in the
1930 directory. Geoft adds that the
address of the workshop appears as

31, 27 and, latterly, 67 Besley Street.

From my own records I find that R
I Lakin was a Bristolian who came uP
to London. He established himself at
67 Besley Street in 1934 and while it
is not known whether he actually made
barrel organs and pianos as he adver-
tised, it is known that he sold both
music and mechanical street pianos and
organs which bore his name. He re-
mained in business at this address
until 1943 when to all intents and pur-
poses he disappeared from the eye,s.gf
ine historian. His premises, which
backed on to the railway line close to
Streatham Common railwaY station,
were most likely destroyed during the
hearry air attacks on this part of South
London in 1942143.

Geoff Weedon also says, incidentally,
that a Monsieur Rambout (or some-

his name.

The fall oI a piano
" Look over here ", said Christopher

Proudfoot as he enthusiastically led me
into the dungeons at his well-known
London auction rooms. There beneath
a dust-sheet was a grand piano, legless,
on its side and displaying its private
parts for all to see. I looked at it with
great interest, particularly when I
spotted that its end leg was a three-
some in a curved carved toP and
bottom. Side ones, I thought, must
match. The player action looked inter-
esting and, by forcing my head into a

narrow dark gap between keys and
wall, I found that it was a dual 65-88
straight player 

- a fairish rarity in a
grand. As for the maker, Christopher
found the name " Broadwood " on the
fall of the ebonised piano.

He then shepherded me into another
corner where grand pianos nestled leg-
less and on their sides rather like a
military hospital at the frontline. One
was a fine wooden grand, straight-
strung and in light, almost rosewood,
veneer.

We tried in vain to identifv the
maker, It looked like Broadwood, but
it could iust as well have been a
Pleyel. The period was around 1820,
The keyboard fall was missing and
Christopher got rathel upset that this
vital part seemed to have done a thin-
air trick. The fall, though, def,ed a
fairly intensive search.

The situation was resolved when it
was later discovered that the ebony
dual-player had been provided by the
chappies in the storeroom with two
falls by acident - the light-cased
wood-framed l9th century one was in-
deed Broadwood and behind that was
the real one for the player 

- Ibach !

Now the story behind this story is
one that goes back to a provincial sale-
room in the early 1950s. Whereas
Christopher rightly matched up the bits

The Euterpephon showing the lnside-
im t "n"-.ik pircture. Onfu two of
these disc machines have so far been
found.

the foregoing you can guess what hap-
pened-the fallboards were acidentally
changed over. I drew the attention of
the ,auctioneer to this fact and he as
good as told me to mind my own
business! It was not as if they were
the same-one was mahogany and the
other was a beautifully-figured king-
wood. The name on the frame, of
course, differed from that on the fall
but even when presented with this evi-
dence, the autioneer refused to change
them round, claiming that that is the
way they had come in and that was
the way they would stay!

You can guess the predicament and
probably you will fear the answer-I
had to buy the two pianos! Pianos at
that time were cheap and one made
f6 and the other f,10. Fallboards ex-
changed ,after the sale, I told the
auctioneer he wasn't fit to sell buttons
in Petticoat Lane, and carted my ex-
pensive buys home, The one I didn't
want later represented a necessary gift
I could ill afford to a children's home
but the one I did is still my client's
cherieshed possession a quarter of a
century on.

Push-up Duo-Art
Remember I mentioned a couple of

issues back about the player pianos in
the collection of Sony founder Akio
Morita ? Well, I can Iet you into a
secret ! He has a very. very rare instru-
ment indeed. It is the onlv Duo-Art
push-up or Dorsetzer which i have ever
heard of. Admittedly Gerald Stonehill
has built a modern one which he calls
the Duo-Art Robot, described on page
75 of Volume 7) but the one Mr
Morita has in Japan is a presentation
model especially made for a client of
Aeolian. I would be interested to have
the comments of other members on
this, but it may well be a unique speci-
men. As soon as I have further details,
pictures and story will appear in Thi
Music Box.

It is interesting to observe that whilejust about all player-piano makers be-
gan thei
ups, the
duce a r
Part of
extra-furniture approach to piano-
playing was out of favour as the one-
piece player caught on. So this Duo-Art
one has to be something very special.

Xxyloqtznnb?3. ..
Forgive me if I relate a little tale

of personal amusement. Four years ago
I wrote a book on the history of per-
petual motion and those who sought
to perfect machines of this ilk. To my
amazement, it became ,a best-seller and
an American paperback edition came
out in the summer from St Martin's
Press in New York.

One dreary November day, the Post-
man trudged up the front Path with a
little package 

- 
four copies of a

paperback book with an unpronounce-
able title by a totally unpronounceable
author. The whole thing was in Rus-
sian, a language I neither speak nor
read. I put them to one side and forgot
about them for a few days. Then, at
Ieasure, I flipped through one of the
four identical books and realised that
they were copies of mY PerPetual
motion book which is published this
fall in Moscow !

All I can say is thank goodneSs I
did not have the job of proof-reading
that lot. I am the onlY Person I know,
however. who has written a book that
he can't read a

sale, I recall
not happen.

p in a sale-
buy one for

a friend. One was, well, the names are
not all that important. Suffice to say
that one was a very good instrument
(the one I was to buY) and the other
was a C & N (CheaP & Nasty)' From

Top: A
model s
locating
Above:
is identi
is A016 " Blue Danube Walfz " com-
paring with Regina's nurnber 0016.
Central motif, a terrestial globe, has
the legend " Music's But the Echo of
the Spheres " plus Regina style patents
and the word " Beginning ".
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31st MBSI meeting in Stamford, Connecticut

The event was the outcome of
over one year's planning by a
committee under the chairiranihio
of Walt Keyhoe which includeh
such personalities as Ruth Born-
and, Bill Edgerton, Bob and Vicki
Glasgow, Hughes Ryder with Steve
and Jere Ryder and Elise Roegnik.

This Chapter operates a small
museum of mechanical musical
instruments at a Victorian house
known as the Lockwood-Mathews
Mansion at nearby Norwalk. The
majority of permanent items have
been donated by collectors F
Herman and Etta Ellenberger.

The convention turned out to
staged by the
ith some 535
registering at
Stamford.

Among the many events laid on
were bus trips to the New york
City home of Murtogh Guinness to
view his famous and extensive col-
lection. Two of the official musical
instrument demonstrators on hand
at the Guinness home were Dr
|an-]aap Haspels from Utrecht
and Arthur Ord-Hume from The
Music Box.

There were also shuttle buses
laid on to the home of Bill Edger-
ton who used the occasion for -the
unveiling of his 'Seeburg replica
(see next page).

Additionally, visits were laid on
to the Norwalk Museum where
Fairfield Connecticut. collector
Robert Blase had set up his Mills
Double Violin. This instrument
turned out to be one of the most
outstanding examples of the Mills
which it has ever been this repor-
ter's privilege to hear. There was
also a display of American band-
organs in the grounds of the
museum.

The main lecture and demonstration
day was the Friday and speakers in-
cluded our members Cyril de Vere
Green (who spoke on miniature musical

ing, Dr Ron Bopp delivered a slide and
tape presentation on photoplayers.

Saturday morning began with the
business meeting of the American
society. This was opened in a dramatic
and the playing of the
-Star played on a most
beau d Porter musical
box. This outstanding new disc mach-
ine was housed in a cabinet specially
made at an obviously massive price
premiun in Italy,

In the business meeting, it was said
that the MBSI now has 2,52i members
in seven chapters across the United
States. The meeting was dedicated to
th_e memory of founder Lloyd Kelley
who died recently.

The main feature of the Saturdav is
what our Americans call " the mirt "
which ha5 also been termed as a free-
for-all rugger match ! It consists of
transforming the main dining hall of the
hotel into a sort of indoor stieet market
with row upon row of market stalls and
display tables where the early-comer

may have the opportunity to acquire a
bargain purchase in the form of musical
box or related item connected with
mechanical m anofher
member. To itement,
this event is o hours
after which dining
tables return.

As can be imagined, in the half hour

Those who frequent department store
sales ars obviously at an advantage in
a situation Iike this for, when that door
open,s, normally rulg people become
unruly, the fur ffies, and, metaphorical-
ly, fighting breaks out.

Your
to find
in the
himself
fortuito
a number of useful acquisitions, a
Uack eye and sundry bruises, and a
few torn clothes.

meeting, MBSI
r who is also
with a party of
a tour through

a

Tips on cleaning lids and ormolu
VERY often, those fine-quality in-
lays on the lids of musical boxes
are dirty or partly obliterated by
years of dirt and old polish. The
easy way to clean it up brightly is,
of course, to strip off all the old
polish and start again with the
french polish and elbow-grease.

However, many people prefer to
preserve the patina of age on their
boxes where possible as the more
discerning collectors start to shun
those glossy, new-looking restora-
tions so beloved of the past years.

Dirty musical box inlays and
even plain wood, as distinct from
over-varnished and polished pieces,
can be cleaned verv well with a
little ammonia on a cotton-wool
pad. Don't breathe in the fumes,

though, as they are not very
pleasant.

If the inlay is sound on your box
lid, meaning that there are no mis-
sing pieces or cracks between the
pieces, then you can safely use an
ammonia-based metal polish in
liquid form such as Brasso. Pour
this on quite liberally and work it
well over the wood with vour
fingers, leave it for a few momints
and then polish it off with a soft
cloth. You must, though, get all
the metal polish off as otherwise
it will dry into a whitish powder.
When you have polished the dirt
off the wood in this manner. vou
can bring up the colours oi ifre
woods by rubbing a little boiled
linseed oil into the wood using a

I HAVE found the ideal wav to
clean orrnolu decorations, handles
and other parts from musical boxes
or clocks. The answer is to remove
them and clean them ultrasonicallv
in a clock-cleaning bath. This may
be impractical for- some collector's
but if you have access to such
equipment then I can assure you
it makes a fine job and it does hot
afiect the finish.

DAVID NEWLAND
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SEEBTJRG REBORN
ONE of America's rnost sought'
after coin-freed piano-orchestrions'

Before a small gathering of
selected guests, this brand new
instrumenl-the PrototYPe of a

eiled and
the even-
1980, at

ong Neck
Point Road.

t'ust acquired the busi-
(see Page 359\' told
just how the Project

and how it " got off

I'd like one! ' That was an indication
to me that someone could become en-
thusiastic about a particular type of
piano prized by collectors.

" I analysed the prices of instru-
ments over the years and flnallY de-
cided that one might as well build an

Top: the new Edgerton-Seeburg KT Special with the
art-glass front removed, the top panel and the lower
doors open. Far left: the inspiration behind the pro-
iect-Mrs Ann Edgerton and her daughter Annie.
One feature of the instrument is that the drums con-
tain luminaires so that when these percussion efiects
are selected from the roll, they light up from within.
Immediately above: Bill Edgerton stands with Ed
Freyer of Flemington who has been responsible for
cutting the special music rolls. Bill is holding one of
these. Right: Bill Edgerton stands before his machine
for which 31 orders have already been received from
Arnerican collectors.

instrument that has ten or eleven
separate instrument5 in it. The first
thine we did was to see if it was
possible to licence the Seeburg name
Lecause I felt that if we couldn't use
that we didn't have enough going for
us if we didn't have that very import-
ant feature of the instrument. After
nine months of negotiation, we were
were granted the exclusive use of that
name for coin-operated pianos in return

it declared itself bankrupt and has now
ceased production.

Tooling for the new model took 2]
vears due to the fact that the work
touH only be accomplished outside the
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main activities of operating his businessplus the not inconsiderable involve-
ment of building himself a spacious
home and the sort of basement work-
shop which would do credit to a small
engineering and cabinetmaking busi-
ness.

Financing
Funding for the Seeburg project

came from the proceeds of the busi-
ness. " We took our time," says Bill,
" had a relatively few number of
people working on it and faced the
problems as we came upon them. Our
task was to try to make a copy of an
instrument before involving ourselves

costs of producing
ings. Consequently,
e with just the help

The investment so far has been in
excess of $50,000 (about f21,000) and
for this sum tangible goods represent
the prototype instrument, several backs
with frames (plates) ready for stringing
and a veritable small parts store of
neatly binned components.

Prior to the unveiling of the first-
off, Bill Edgerton had netted 26 ad.-
vance orders. Immediately after the
launch, this jumped to 31. The retail
price of the machine is $16,000 and
orders must be accompanied by a $500
refundable deposit which secures a
serial number.

Sub-contracting
Production rate depends on the vol-

ume of orders, If 50 or more orders
are received, Bill would consider sub-

operations-
strung back
errcan prano
allow more

productive use to be made of Bill's
specialist labour in pneumatics and
mechanical musical minutae. But other
than that, Bill is happy to undertake
total production at home at the rate of
about one a month. Batch production,
h,o,wever, could speed this up appreci-
ably.

How, asked The Music Box, does the
selling price compare with that of the
original machine when offered todav?

Realistic pricing
" Original KT Specials in playing

ccndition-which does not mean in
restored condition-and generally need-
ing some casework, are offered in the
United States in the range of $15 to
$f9,000 and there are a couple of re-
corded instance5 of instruments in re-
stored condition trading over $20,000.
so with a pricg for ours of around 60
per cent of the original we have a fair
and reasonable comparative price."

" We do not believe that our instru-
ment will in any way alter the value
of original models and indeed we be-
lieve that with the added publicitv
given to our new machine, we wiil
create a greater demand for the model

Rollaball ...
THOSE who attended the 3lst Annual
Meeting of our sister organisation,
the Musical Box Society International.
were each presented with a special
piano roll at the Saturday banquet.
Numbered CV-267 and entitled ?/re
Stamford Stomp, this ragtime roll was
speciall and
rs a co anv
88-note bv
QRS, i;
liinited numbers for all-comers. It is
lo be hoped so.

Regina spring-barrel date

so helping to maintain prices and
values of the originals."

cial was
t period
During

reckons

factured. During those few .fr".ri,X?r",
oJ production, there were many
changes which were largely evolution-
ary, Right now, as patterns for the new
machine, Bill has two originals stripped
down for detail examination and they
demonstrate marked difterences. Even
the width of the case varies.

More complex

While the eagle design featured in
the early models, later ones used an
oriental design which Bill feels is prob-
ably more typical of the instrument.
Accordingly he intends to be offering
both types of art-glass panel.

Among the craftsmen who have
laboured with Bill Edgerton on this
enterprise is Ed Freyer from Fleming-
ton, New ]ersey, who is a renowned
perforator of paper for pneumatic in-
struments. Ed's skills have been re-
sponsible for the new music rolls which
Edgerton will be offering with his in-
struments.

Other proiects
As the preview guests toasted the

ecial

$;
she

wanted one, The Music Box was temp-
ted to ask Bill if the KT Special was
likely to be his only project.

" Of course we are consideriog.otb.er
instruments. We have amassed a con-
siderable amount of knowledge and
experience with Seeburg's design and
their patented components and prob-
ably a future project will be another

Seeburg instrument. The one I particu-
larly favour is the Style G orchestrion
which has two ranks of pipes plus per-
cussion (see picture on page 281) but
flrst we have to prove that this sort
of, enterprise u economically success-
ful."

Encore the Banio, too
While Bill Edgerton builds Seeburgs

in the basement of his home overlool-
ing Long Island Sound. Dave Ramev
in Chicago Heights, Illinois, has anoth-
er replicating project in hand-the re-

nd of
o was

the inherent problems of pfu"U#H!
strings of the banjo in an ingenious
way. However, the single-valve pneu-
matic action meant that the action
tended to be slow and was not good
at repeating,

Double valve action
-Da-ve _Ramey's new version, a model

of which was to be seen in'operation
at the Stamford meeting of tha MBSIin September, used a double-valve
action and is thus able to play with a
greater, potential than the original.
Certainly the music demonstrate-rl to
The Music Bor indicated that this
Banjo is at least as good as if not better
than the original,

Encore
ble in
eighty-
around

What next, will come
from the ent agonists of
the new era replication-
ists? Can we to a new

";"&""tY
we soon be

presented with something new and ex-
citing? It is strongly rumoured that
one craftsman located in Georgia is
planning to create a totally new musical
box with a capability that could
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I{ORFOLK POLYPHON CENTRE
(Norman and June Vince)

We specialise in the Sale and Purchase of all forms of

MECHANIOAL MUSIC and OLOCKS

A wide range is stocked and

offered at highly comPetitive
prices.

DISC IIACEINES

CIIIINDEB, BOXES

ON,OHESTB,IONS

OBGANS

SINGING BIBDS

AUTOIIIATA

AND X'INE CI,OCKS

16.ll&th" oRPHENTON

This intricately carved and moulded case measures 45" X 25" and. has a plain glass door'

The single comb is split, the treble end providing a brilliant piccolo effect.

A second, similar machine also in stock is fitted with intricately shaped glass to the .door'
both gilded and coloured. The musical movement of ttris machine has a similar piccolo

treble comb, but the base end is duplexed, the two combs being at 90 degrees as with the

Stella. There are ten discs with each machine, with others available.

Two verv attractive neat machines.

Wood Farm, Bawdeswell, Bast Derehnltr, Norfolk

ON BII45 ONE MILE EAST OF BAWDESWELL VILLAGE Telephone: Bawdeswell (036-288) 230

We are always available during weekends. Please confirm weekday visits beforehand.

Planes and trains can be met in Norwich.
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Leeds Barrel Organ Festival
THE first Leeds Barrel Organ Festival,
organised by the Musical Box Society
of Great Britain as a Regional llleeting
in coniunction with the City Council
of Leeds, took place on September 6th
and 7th. 1980.

Meeting organiser and liaison officer
was former secretary Dr Peter White-
head and accommodation for the mem-
bers was arranged at one of the college
houses attached to the University.

Members attended from all over the
country but without doubt the success
of the meeting. certainly in terms of
participation by organ owners, was due
to the enthusiastic co-operation of
Peter Schuchnecht, President of the
Musikhistoriche Gesellschaft of Han-
nover who
a van filled
the German
him was K
gen who is a builder of modern street
organs.

Of the thirteen or fourteen organs
which played on ths streets of Leeds
on the Saturday morning to the sur-
prise -and delight of the lbcal shopping
crowds, the majority were from Ger-many, mall Baci-galupo with thelatest the formof 45- with full

ments are to a very high order indeed,
The repetition possible with the Hof-
bauer pneumatic action allows some
eftects to be produced which have
never before been possible with the
smalter rnstruments.

The Saturday morning witnessed
two groups of organs playing in thetwo principle covered shopping pre-

cincts in the centre of Leeds. In one
members Ruth and David Newland,
Brian Cle,gg and Paul Ziff were among
those p_laying instrument5 ranging
from_a_Herophon organette to a brightl
toned Bacigalupo, while in the oiher

ed the larger
two. dotted
of the city,
on Gresham,
urnett seren-

aded surprised-looking Northern shop-
pers for the majority of whom this
so,rt of thing was completely foreign in
all senses of the term. Unlike. for ex-
ample, Manchester, Leeds has no his-
tory of street music.

It was in the Merrion Shopping
Centre that a " first-time-in.Britain ;

event took place. Karl Hofbauer and
Peter Schuchnecht, each with an
identical organ with the self-same
music roll in position, playing one
piece of music in unison creating a
most interesting " stereo " effect. This
performance was later repeated in the
lecture hall of the University.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect
of the whole event was the sight of
the Saturday morning shoppers react-
ing to the music around them, Women
with shopping bags suddenly began to
smile and several began to dance to
the music. One elderly couple danced
on the sidewalk and within minutes
others joined in.

Leeds University was the venue for
a buffet lunch after which the lecture
theatre was the venue for a programme
of talks and demonstrations within
which Dr Burnett presented a slide
and tape show of rare and unusual
miniature musical movements in his
collection.

A highlight of this session was the
first public showing of a new automa-
ton by the British maker, David
Secrett. This will be the subject of an
article in The Music Box.

In the evening, members were invited
to be the guests at a banquet held in
the Civic Centre. Hosting the event
was the deputy Lord Mayor of Leeds,
Councillor Miss Denise Atkinson and
the chairman of the Leisure Services
committee, Councillor Bernard Atha.

After a substantial dinner, the
whole party was entertained in Victor-
ian style by meeting organiser Dr
Peter Whitehead and two colleagues,
Dr ]eff Morgan and his wife [ennifer,
and Mrs Margaret Banks. Dressed in
period costumes, they played and sang
their way through some of the popular
songs of the past which frequently
appear on musical boxes.

On the Sunday morning, members
visited the Kirkstall Abbey museum.

The success of this meeting, ably
photographed and rq>orted by The
Yorkshire Post (to whom we are grate-
ful for the permission to reproduce
two of their news photographs), has
inspired the possibility that this may
become a regular event, a
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Specialist in Antique Clocks and Musical Boxes

Dealers and collectors welcome
anytime - by appointment only.

l0 miles from Cheltenham
4 miles from Tewkesbury.
We are on the B.42ll.
Easy access M.5.

STOCK INCLUDES:-
Interchangeable boxes

by Bremond, Nicole,

Bendon and Paillard.

Disc machines by Lochmann,

Symphonion, Polyphon and

Monopol.

Specialising in cylinder and
disc musical boxes. An
interesting selection of 18th
and 19th century clocks and
a few choice pieces of 19th
centurA furniture.

We wish to purchase Overture boxes, large bell boxes and antique clocks of good quality'

The stables. Linkend House, corse Lawn, Gloucester GL19 4LZ, England.

Telephone : Tirley (045 278) 258
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Vice President Hughes Ryder Dies
HUGHES M RYDER dted suddenly at
h_is home in Cranford, New fersey, on
N-ovember l0th, 1980. He was 62 years
of age.

Hughes Ryder was Vice-President of
the Musical Box Society of Great
Britain and had been a member almost
since its inception. He was also a
former president of the Musical Box
Society International, holding office
during; 1959 - 1960, and at the-time of
his death he was treasurer of that
socrety.

Born at New Haven, Connecticut. on
luly 24, 1918, he graduated from Yale
University in 1945. Three years later
he entered the restaurant business and
took over the New Hampshire House
in nearby Summit. He built up this
business into a high-class restiurant
which became a renowned eating place
for the connoisseur of good food.

As the owner of a major enterprise
in the township of Summit he was for
some time president of the local
Chamber of Commerce.

But it was through his sincere love
and appreciation of the instruments of
mechanical music that Hughes Ryder
rapidly attained a reputation and

Francois Nicole box with the serial
number three.

products of the Otto company. His
love of these instruments was matched
by a historian's approach to research
and detail.

His appreciation of musical boxes
brought him into close contact with
many people throughout the world,
perhaps the more so in Britain where

Very rapidly he established
link with many collectors in

many of whom were proud to be num-
bered amongst his clbse friends.

_ _!is- lrequent visits to meetings of the
MBSOGB encouraged him to brganise
tours for his fellow American members
and soon Hughes Ryder demonstrated
another valuable ability. As a travel
tour organiser, he was in so many ways
more competent than those who con-
sider this job their profession. Tours
organised by Hughes were master-
minded down to the final detail and
wh-en, as invariably happens in any
well-run pJan. things went wrong, h-e
had the ability to sort out the -difr-
culties without recourse to panic
measures. His last tour was in October
when .he_ took a party of collectors
tnrough E,urope.

While Hughes Ryder organised many
such memorable tours, these taski
were-.always handled as extra to a veryfull life. Running his restaurant busi-

we. extend to his wife, Frances, and
-their_ children our sympathy in'theii
loss."

prior to our flrst meeting when Mr
M-u_rtogh Guinness gave that unforget-
table party when musical box films
were shown at the Dorchester Hotel
in London in 1964.

'Subsequently my wife, Bertha, and
I have attended I believe about 12
annual meetings of the MBSI in various
parts of the United States and I recall
that at the first we went to-in Los
Angeles-Hughes was evident as an
organiser, an area which has been his
forte ever since.

" Bertha and I have the happiest
of memories when fellow colleitors
from America would arrive at our home
in London in one or two motor coaches
to spend the evening with us and our
musr.cal boxes, all organised by Hughes.

" On the many occasions when we
have visited Cranford, New Jersey, we
have. always been so hospitably
received_ .by Hughes and his family,
both at his home and at his restauranl.
I have not the slightest doubt that the
MBSI and the MBSOGB will greatly
miss the friendship, the advice and ttre
organising ability of our degarted Vice-
President, Hughes Ryder."
Arthur Ord-[Iume writes : " Hughes's
death, from a massive heart attack. has
deprived us all of a very dear friend.
It is barely one month since last I saw
him as, t in his
home, w Kennedv
Airport meetine
along w he wai
escorting through Europe.

"As ever he was being efficient,
distributing tickets and information to
his tour members and being so much
more than iust an organiser.

" His visit to the Nationaal Museum
in Utrecht was one of the high-spots
on the trio. It is hard to imagine that
he is gone.

"As for his duties as Vice-President
of the MBSOGB, on several occasions
he flew the Atlantic just to attend an
important committee meeting. We
knew that we could always call upon
his immense experience, his advice and
his considered opinion.

" The Ryders are a close-knit family
and the great collection of musical
boxes Hughes founded will survive as
an entity and as a memorial to his
discernment."

a close
Britain,

Hughes Ryder
enioyed a close
friendship with
Murtogh Guin-
ness, seen on the
right in this pic-
ture taken in
Murtogh's music
room. It was
largely through
Hughes' influence
that so many
members of the
societies were
able to view his
collection.
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WEFINEFI BAUS
- Biggest Dealer in the field of mechanical music instruments in Europe -
presents to you some highlights ! ! !

1. Symphonion-Syle 132 - 2l{inch, I0 saucer bells, 10 discs, n-am-ed " Musik Automat " with
"-El&trisier Automat", beautiful case, with golden glass with flowers

14, Street Organ by Reinisch/Black Forest, one of the oldest which are known, from 1780, 70
pipes, 3 iegister, 8 tunes, unrestored but complete, ask for some photos

15.

I6.

17.

18.

19.

20.

2t.

22.

f

4,500

1,590

2,000

2. Polyphon - Style 104 - l9finch - unrestored, complete

Polyphon-Style 6 K, page 156 of Bowers Encyclopedia-2 cobs, 16 Klangplatten -
unrestored, complete

4. Polyphon-Grandfather clock-Style 62, page 152-it looks like new, fully restored, 60

disiJ-a must have ! ! !.............:...

j, Many many other Polyphon, Symphonion, Kalliope, thousands of discs, between f.260 and

6. PIANO MELODICO-page 361 -nr 1, unrestored, complete, 4 books

7. TRIOLA - 
page 356 - restored, 20 rolls...

8, HEROPHON Organ, page 747 - unrestored playing l0 discs

g. HUPFELD ELECTRIC PIANO STYLE, Page 488 - VERY VERY RARE (it looks like new'
with 15 rolls) ..

10. PHILIPPS DUCA GRAND with Feurich, superb condition-page 317-with I00 rolls """

tl. HUPFELD DEA GRAND with Grotrian Steinweg-page 316- 40 rolls '...

12. WELTE VORSETZER - red rolls ---- fully restored

13. WELTE PIANO --Page 334

- red rolls - 30 rolls -fully restored, including case, new strings etc, with Steinway

950

I,590

1,530

795

2,540

8,000

8,000

3,000

6,J50

7,950

l l,I I5BACIGALUPO Street Organ. 33 key, with violin and trumpet

Street Organ, from Hartung-Halle a d Saale, 8 tunes, 3 register, violin, flute, trumpet, fully
.*i--4, if k;i, / pipes .. 8'250

WILHELM BRUDER FAIRGROUND ORGAN, 43 key, roll operated, fully restored, with
iil;iG,;At ttGltorrt 14,285

RUTH FAIRGROUND ORGAN, f2 key perfectly restored, very nice front with one figure,
irt-iUout iome photos, superb ..............'...' f9'050

RUTH FAIRGROUND ORGAN, 38 key, one of the best restored and playing orgals of
the world. very rare, 7 figures, ask about some pictule_g, the instrument is too beautiful to
aeicriue. ' ThL hrt'otr" 6t ttr6 "Wiener Prater" in Vienna 79,365

GRANDFATHER CLOCK with 48 pipes, one barrel with 8 tunes signed from Maier, Black
Forest, a craftsman from Blessing .... ......... 4'800

SCHIEDMYER SCHEOLA HARMONIUM, with 60 bells,30 rolls-page 783-only 5 are
["o*" in Germany-perfect condition 9,520

HUPFELD KONZERT UNIVERSAL ORCHESTRION with mandolin And XYIOPhONC, With
iii* tott changer, 40 rolls, fully restored, including case 9,525

24. POPPER HAPPY IAZZ ORCHESTRION,-page 588-no 20-fully restored, 30 rolls,
iop fivourite ........... Il'150

2-). pOppER ORCHESTRION 6 X LUXUX, page 588-nr l3-one of the best Popperorcires-
i.f" i" the world, fully restored, including piano and case,30 rolls..'......' .. 25,400

26. HUPFELD PHONOLISZT VIOLINA with 78 pipes, page 4J9-rieht-perfectly restored,
it looks like new, 50 rolls-superb 25,400

27. WEBER BRABO ORCHESTRION, page 626, unrestored but playing 15 rolls 25,400

28. WEBER BRABO exchange by KoNIGSBERG, with piano, triangle, snare 4rum,,,big drum,
cymbal, woodrum, big xilophone, and a real accordion which moves, 40 rolls, fully restored 25,400

29. SPANISH BARREL PIANO, coin operated, with a spring, beautiful glass front, 10 tunes... 2,540

30. NEW SMALL STREET ORGANS, 20, 26 and 45 key, roll operated, maximum 150 tunes,
ask for more information-ff,580, 84,125 and f11,000

Please contact: Werner Baus, Kasselerstr.76 a, D-3501 Fuldatal 2, Kassel. Tel: 0561/811412+8129rI
or Telex : 9951) Baus, West GermanY.

We also have one of the foremost Museums in Germany - Please come and see us!
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PERFORATED PAPER PATTER
bg Palmer Mai. Aoailable from
The Vestal Press, New York. 55pp,
soft paper couers, 44 size. Lithb-
graphed from tgpescipt, 18 black
and white illustrations grouped on
three pages at the rear. $2.50.

The interest in piano rolls is
growing steadily now and gone
are the days when rolls were sel-
dom given more than a passing
thought. Today there are enthus-
iasts researching the history of
roll-makers, roll-labels, systems of
notation and so on.

And so it is timely that there
should be a booklet on how to re-
pair and look after a collection of
piano rolls. The sub-title to Mr
Mai's little book is "A Guide to
Collection of, and Care of, Piano
Rolls."

This is a small work bv all
standards and is divided inio 14
short chapters and three appen-
dices. Chapter titles include "Why
Collect rolls?", " How to deter-
mine roll condition ", " What to
pdy ", " Roll maintenance and re-
pair tips ", " Protecting your in-
vestment " and the appendices are
mainly devoted to jazz musicians
who recorded for the various roll-
making companies.

The chapter which concerns us
here is the one on repair and main-
tenance. In 1l pages - the longest
in the work-Mr Mai offers some
good advice for the care and pre-
servation of rolls. When it comes
to the restoration of damaged rolls,
however, the information provided'is far from complete and some
troubles are not even touched on.
Two of the most serious problems

a wavey roll which tracks from

side to side, and a warped roll -are not mentioned, while the
problems of a damp and expanded
roll are equally overlooked. The
technique described for repairing
roll edges, by using strips of trans-
parent adhesive tape, does not face
up to the three commonest prob-
lems with this type of restoration
which are (a) the right type of tape
which will not ooze gum or lose
its tack, (b) the killing of static
electricity during application which
will attract paper to tape before
you have it in the right place, and
(c) the caution that extensive use
of this tape will cause the roll edee
to be thickened so allowing tfre
roll to mis-track.

This is the sort of damage which
best responds to tiny strips of
invisible tape or, better still, to a
brushed coat of dissolved news-
print in starch followed by a warm
smoothing iron on a polished glass
or metal caul. The present re-
viewer has restored several badly
damaged piano rolls using boiled
rice and an iron.

While this booklet ofiers a
degree of outline information to
the roll novice, the serious en-
thusiast is still likely to be seeking
a definitive work on music roll
maintenance and repair. A O-H

to have this fine work available more
ryadily in the States than the original
English edition (which was very hard
to obtain), it is a pity that the Barnes
edition contains inferior reproductions
of some of the monochrome pictures
which have been re-screened from the
printed origina a dis-
turbing moire ictures
have,been crop tightly
in places and colour
plates Other than that this remains
a valuable documentation by the wife
of the founder of the Musical Box
Society of Great Britain.

BRUCE ANGRAVE has produced
another of his masterful books of
cartoons. The man who. may Gustave
Brachhausen forgive him, coined that
dreadful name "autglockenpolyphon"
has now come up with a work called
Amazing Autos (Frederick Warne,
London, t2.50). This is an ideal
Christmas pres
and old alike,
fanciful motor-
benefit of the
mankind a5 distinct from the manu-
facturing barons, the traffic authorities
and the maintenance hawks. The two-
person Clusterbus which looks like a
fairground bumper car, the Overcar
which happily drives over the roof of
a-nything coming (or going) in its way,
the Autorek which emerges from the
factory in a deliberately battered con-
dition so as to avoid the trauma of
that first dent, the Entertail with its
TV scr are pre-
sented ssays on
how ea languageis inte selious
motor designer with a touch of thepatent agent (note, for example,
features delineated by plenty of As,-Bs
and so on). But the one which took
this reviewer's fancy was the Autohole,
a car constructed so as to look like
a '' road-repair equipage " complete
with roadman's hut, tea and tool cabin.
pole-and-trestle fence and with the

look like piles
rplate (licence
up " sign when
Professor An-

grave is quick to point out, this is a
vehicle which can bg parked absolutely
anywhere with impunity.

Continued on page 392

BERTHA DE VERE GREEN, member
number 5 and author of the standard
reference book on the history of the
fan (A Collectors' Guide to Fans Ooer
the Ages, Muller, London, 1975), hasjust produced an American edition of
her book.

tions. While it is a commendable move

The Archive of the Musical Box Society of Great Britain
THE Society Archive is managed by
Archivist Keith Harding and is housed
at 93 Hornsey Road, London, N7 6DI.
Ths Archive comprises taped record-
ings of the majority of committee
meetings held during the years when
Dr Cyril de Vere Green was secretary.
Additionally, there are tapes of some
of the early general meetings. There
is also a reference library of books,
listed below. Keith Handing advises
that the archive is open to all mem-
bers during normal working hours and
they arg free to visit and consult the
material.

Additionally, there is the editorial
archive wh a quantity ofphotograph maintained by
the editor ty.

The Arc be pleased to
hear from would like to
donate any material to the Society
collection.

All the undermentioned books are
held in duplicate, there being one copy

for the use of members and a second
copy for safg keeping against loss or
damage to the former.

A number of books are the result
of gifts and in particular the assistance
of Dr Cyril de Vere Green and Alex
Duman.

TITLES
Bonhote & Baud: "Au temps des

Boites a Musique " with 7 inch long-
playing record. " Critique Methodi-
que " by Horngacher, supplement to
above.

Bowers : " Encyclopedia of Automatic
Musical Instruments ".
" Put Another Nickel In " Qnd
edition).

Cockayne : " The Fair Organ; How it
Works ". " Ths Fairground Organ ".

Engramelle : "La Tonotechnie..- ou
I'art de noter les cylindres " reprint
1775 edition.

Givens : "Rebuilding the Player Piano".
" Re-enacting the Artist ".

Hillier : "Automata and Mechanical
Toys ".

MBSI : " Silver Anniversary Collec-
tion ".

McTamma4y: " The Technical History
of the Player Piano ".

Mosoriak : " The Curious History of
Musical Boxes ".

'Ord - Ifume: " Collecting Musical
Boxes ".
" Clockwork Music ".
" Mechanics of Mechanical Music ".

Parsons: " The Directory of Tunes and
Musical Themes ".

Roehl: " Player Piano Treasurey ".
Waard : " From Music Boxes to Street

Organs ".
Webb : " The Disc Musical Box Hand-

book ".
Weiss-Stauffacher: "The Marvellous

World of Music Machines ".
W!!te, G. : " Toys, Dolls, Automata;

Marks and Labels ".
White, W. B,: " Piano Playing Mechan-

isms ".
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Just off Kensington High Street, this 540
bedroom hotel offe rs guests every amenity
from a swimming pool, sauna and squash
courts to two inspiring restaurants and
intimate bars.There is a wide variety of rooms
available for conferences, dinner dances or
even small meetings. And the hotel boasts
the enviable peace and quiet of its own
watergardens.

For fu rther details contact
The Manage6
Kensington Close Hotel,
WightsLane,
KensingtonWSsSP
Tel:01-9378170

Selected by the Musical Box Society of
Great Britain as the venue for its
London meetings.
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IIISTORY OF THE MUSICAL
BOX AND OF MECHANICAL
MUSIC bg Alfred Chapuis, with
the collaboration of Louis Cottier,
Fredg Baud, P A Muller and
Edmond Droz. Translated bg
loseph E Roesch, edited bg
Howard M and Helen F Fitch.
Musical Box Society International,
New lersey. xu i 303 pp, 285mm
(Lllins) bg 220mm (8|ins), hard-
bound, illustrated (frontispiece in
colour), $27'50 (members only
$16.s0).

My favourite version of the
Encgclopaedia Bitannica remains
the eighth for the fine literary
standard of the text and the ex-
cellent engravings which illumin-
ate it. But if it is up-to-date in-
formation that I seek, then this is
no suitable work of reference.

Certainly as regards the first 124
pages comprising Part One, this is in
so many ways the scenario for this
book, long revered as a treatise by a
great man on mechanical music, yet
written at a time when our knowledge
was as yet scant. Aided by G6lis,
Chapuis 1l2d given us a very valuable
work in his les Mondes des Auto-
nrafes published in 1928. Even as re-
cently as 1955, when Chapuis produced
this present work, there was still much
we had to learn,

The reader is continually reminded
not iust of this fact but also the in-
controvertible evidence that Chapuis
did not even research the present state
of the art, let alone check his state-
ments.

We learn, for example, that England
was an innovator of the carillon. This
is a nice thought, but incorrect. While
many carillon clocks were made in
Britain, these followed Northern Euro-
pean styles and in general we lagged
behind the Amsterdam makers not to
mention those of Augsburg a century
earlier. Britain was famed for the mak-
ing of f,nely-tuned watch bells, but no
more.

It is patently obvious that the
author has but marginal appreciation
of the carillon and within this section
of the book there are more mis-state-
ments and errors of fact than the rest
of the book has put together. Attribut-
ing the Vallin clock, star of the Ilbert
Collection. to the Science Museum in-
stead of the British Museum is but one
of these silly mistakes which could
justiflably have been corrected by the
translator.

While there is a good rendering of
Engramelle (all Chapuis had to do was
to copy the French), his attribution to
Engramelle of the invention of the dial
micrometer is ill-founded: this instru-
ment was certainly is use in 1670, 127
years before Engramelle was born.

If Chapuis is shakey on carillons.
then his history of the mechanical
organ is equally well spattered with
mistakes. The birth of the mechanical
organ, hs tell5 us, came with the dis-
covery of the pinned cylinder. " Up to
the end of the 15th Century," he lells
us. " we have no precise documentation
on mechanical organs ". He then goes

on about the mechanical organ pinned
with music by Mozart " said to have
existed " at Salzburg.

He was obviously unaware of the
excellent research by Henry Farmer
into the Arab writings on the birth
of the mechanical organ published in
1931 which contains an analysis of the
Banu Musa's wheel and barrel organs
from the 8th Century AD. Similarly
he seems to have been ignorant of the
continued (to this day) existence of the
world's oldest barrel organ in playing
condition, the Salzburg Stier, which
had already been described by many
writers, including Sachs, as early as
l9t3.

The language and spelling through-
out is American English and the trans-
lator has, in the maiority of places,
been able to steer slightly away from
the very stilted, almost prosaic third-
person writing of the author. Generally,
the translation has been achieved with
comprehension and sensitivity although
it is a pity that the word " gotten ",
surely one of the ugliest survivals into
modern spoken American. is immortal-
ised in print to confuse those readers
not thoroughly conversant with such
grammatical deviations, And on a
tecirnical point, it would have been
nice to have found " la : 870 vibs/
sec " turned into the more easily un-
derstandable accepted standard of A: 870 cycles. Instead of the suftx 'a'
to figures, the bis is retained. And I
fear I do not know what " contrate
lantern gears " may be !

Another confusing mistake, now
perpetuated into English, is Chapuis's
reference to the Berlin maker of musi-
cal clocks " Chr Molliger " meaning
Christian Mollinger for whom C P E
Bach composed some suitable clock
pieces. Elsewhere Chapui5 refers to the
l9th century Furtwangen maker of
trumpeter clocks Jacob Bduerle as
" Baiiierle ".

While Chapuis is fairly well into his

PIERRE BOOGAERTS runs a back-
street antique toy shop in Paris -" L'Echappee Belle " and his book
Robot has become an important work
of reference amongst toy collectors.
It is 2lcm square, card-backed, and
contains 296 photographs of satellites,
robots, rockets and other extra-terre-
stial toys. These weird and wonderful
creations are illustrated in a fair mix-
ture of colour and black & white
photographs preceded by only a few
pages of text in French dealing with
robots in the cinema and strip cartoon:
again - more illustrations. ^ The ob-
jects of the illustrations are not dealt
with in any great depth and minimal
information may be found in an index
wlich. q
oI orrgr
length.
battery,
collector loaning the item. No attempt
has been made to indicate whether
items are to be easily come across or
quite rare and is unhelpful in this
respect; the would-be collector must
find his own way. "Robot " is the
only book of its kind and a nice book
to own just to look through and ponder
over the amazing variety of fantasy
toys - all produced in the post-war
years. It could, of course, make.you
feel a litle older! The price is €8,
post free.

BECAUSE it appears monthly and is
numbered into volumes Antique Tog

forte with clocks and musical chocks,
it is a pity that he has such sketchy
knowledge of French clocks and was
unaware that Diego Evans was the
name used by ]ames Evans for his
Spanish-aimed export clocks.

The translator has taken the German
word kappelmeister, which means
musical director, and given it a literal
translation, turning it into the mean-
ingless " chapel master ".

Several of the more pungent errors
in Chapuis's original have been
amended (the strangest of which was
the provision of the initials " T.N." for
Winkel), yet there ars other errors. no
doubt incurred in the author's original
transcription, which are allowed to pass
such as the reference to the Dutch
musical clock maker van Hoof as
" von " Hoof. The translator misht also
have annotated suitably C[apuis's
poorly - researched note on Maelzel's
Panharmonikon of 1807 which he con-
fuses with the Panmelodikon of Franz
Leppich, made in Vienna three years
later. This, by the way, ths translator
tells us was a " smashing success ".

Ths translator has added a strange
footnote regarding player violins, re-
ferring to the experiments of faquet-
Droz which he likens to the Mills
machine. He is obviously unaware of
ths player violins using circular rotat-
ing bows invented by other and earlier
maker5 starting with Gorvi and pro-
gressing through to Popper.

Chapuis gives a good account of the
Componium at Brussels and rightly
describes it as an organ and not, as so
many writers before and since, as an
orchestrion. And, while on the subject
of Winkel, it is nice to see that the
translator has championed the cause of
Winkel as the inventor of the metro-
nome.

There is a description of the opera-
tion of player pianos which is poor in
the extreme to conclude the first part.

It is in the second part that Chapuis

World becomes a magazine which is
delivered through your letterbox and
newsagents W H Smith know nothing
about it ! It is the same size as The
Music Box and averages 40-50 pages
dealing naturally enough, with toys. An
American publication, edited by Dale
Kelley of Chicago. which has an in-
creasing world circulation, Antique
Toy World is not entirely devoted to
antique toys for like all fields of an-
tiques, thers are simply no1 enough to
go around. The word " antique " would
be better replaced with " collectible ".
This is a well illustrated periodical 

-all black and white pictures but with a
coloured cover - and most aspects of
toy collecting are covered from old
Lehmann tin toys to cast-iron Ameri-
can toys. Articles also deal with the
wonderful post-war |apanese battery
toys, now all gone to be replaced by
all-plastic apologies and computer
toys. Many interesting advertisements
appear - with occasionally a nice
piece of automata or a musical box
being ofiered either in the small ads
or in auction announcements. Subscrip-
tion is f,13 per year, sent direct from
USA to UK by air mail.

Antique Toy World may be ordered
from member Jack Tempest of 46
Grangethorpe Drive, Burnage, Man-
chester Mf9 2LQ (Tel. 061-224-8960).
Robot may also be obtained from the
same address. Please make cheques
payable ' f Tempest'.
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JACK
DONOVAN

93, PORTOBELLO ROAD,

LONDON, W.11.

Telephone

0r -727 - 1485

Specialist in
Mechanical Music

Automata
Singing Birds
Music Boxes

Polyphons

Juvenalia
Unusual Clocks

Phonographs
Gramophones

&c

THE PLAYER PIANO PEOPLE
for players and everything to do with players, new and old

NEW UNIVERSAL AMPICO REPRODUCING PIANO -
NEW UNIVERSAL PLAYER PIANOS

NEwAEOLIANPLAYERPIANOSPEDALANDELECTRIC
NEW KIMBALL PLAYER PIANOS ELECTRIC

NEW PLAYER ORGANS NICKELODEONS

PIANOCORDERS

Klavier, Mastertouch ,lazzmaster, Evergreen and QRS music rolls available from stock

Klavier, Duo - Art and Ampico new rolls

Secondhand players and music rolls, 88 and 65 note usually in stock

Repair materials and books. 18 sizes tubing, 4 types of leather, 4 types of cloth in stock

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

Carnbridge iaf.rola Cornpany
telephone UDt'1tlfJi6l ffi174A a2a1n96)

(Calt by aDDoinrrcn0
1 Lyndevode Rqad.Carnbridge Cbl 2tlL.
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comes into his own for. with access
to the many historical documents in
Geneva, Neuchatel and the musical box
centres in the fura, he is able to tell
us almost first hand how this evidence
charts the growth of the musical box.
However, in telling us that the sar
plateau system invented by Piguet was
" quickly discarded when the one-piece
comb came along ", he confuses facts
for the wrong reason. The sur plateau
was still being used in the second
half of the l9th century by the des-
cendents of the inventor. The reason
was _nothing to do with the one-piece
comb; it was because the sar olateau
had no cylinder and could thirefore
be manufactured in thicknesses no
greater than five millimetres ! It is
strang_e. that Chapuis failed to apprec-
iate this. There is such a late-period
sur plateau musical watch in the watch
museum at Chaux-de-Fonds. (museum
number 444, maker: Louis Elis6e

this, the
& Meylan as
e horologists

cement came about as the result of an

He also tells of the concern for in-
dust_rial health among workers, and
of the call for apprentice training. At
one tlme. an examination of the stand-

The Secretanat
SINCE the Secre-
tarywere s s ago,
members m onfus-ion as to The
following li prob-
lems.

Ths Honorary Treasurer of the soc-
ietV is Stephen (,ockburn, Marshalls
Manor, Cuckfield, Sussex.

Back numbers of The Music Box to-
gether with binders can be obtained
by writing to Dr Peter Whitehead care
of the secretarv.

President of the society is fon
Greshan.

Honorary Editor of the societv
iournal as from the end of this veai
is Bob Leach

New Editor for'TMB'
TIIE new edltor for The Music Box

proposed be co<pted
on o the proposal was
seconded on Gresham.
His nomi will now be
presented to the society at the Annual
General Meeting in June, 1981.

Robert C Leach has been a member
of the society for just over two years.
He lives in South-East London and is
a professional writer at present engaged
in the task of compiling a book on the
life of Hector Berlioz, He is married
to a professional musician and his son
is a church organist. One-time lecturer
in English at a college, Mr Leach's
other abilities include draughtsmanship
and professional-standard photography.

Speaking in recommendation of Mr
Leach as a candidate for the duties
of Honorary Editor, Arthur Ord-Hume
told the committee that he had pre-
pared a detailed job description which
Mr Leach had read and expressed him-
self satisfied with. Mr Leach's many
and varied talents. said Mr Ord-Hume,
would undoubtedly prove beneficial to

would have been so easy to fall into
the trap of doing a straight page-by-
page copy job, a course of action vir-
tually impossible in any translation.
What they have skillfully done is to
re-make the whole book, carefully re-
positioning illustrations in a manner
both economical and logical. It is not
a task which this reviewer would
relish.

The colour plates of the original, for
which no transparenciss now exist,
have been reproduced in black and
white which is an acceptable course of
action, particularly in view of what
the additional cost of new colour
separations would have been.

The black and white illustrations of
the original are copied dot for dot with
varying degrees of success. Some are
very good, others have filled in some-
what but all are ouite acceptable. A
well - designed and- colour - illustrated
jackel adorn5 the binding and a new
colour plate has been added in the
prelims.

Although thg captions have not been

for " bell "), the appearance is not ob-
jectionable. The chapter headings, type
area and overall appearance have been
arranged to match the original very
nicely. Thg 4I4 pages of the original
are reproduced in 303 pages. Although
this sounds a bit like a short-change
operation, there is nothing omitted, all
the savings being on the prelims and
the many blank or partially blank
pages within the text. Even so. with
its slick paper, this is a heavy book.

The description of the Swiss musical
box industry and the problems which it
experienced during its important years
is told nowhere else better than in
Chapuis' book and the student will
find a wealth of detail in these pages.
$s for the first part of the book,
thougb, its value is very limited from

that that is better than to go into it
with too much confidence."

To ensure a smooth transition of
duties, Arthur Ord-Hume has agreed
to work on the next two issues with
Bob Leach and thereafter to be avail-
able to provide whatever help may be
required. He added : " In reality, my
resignation from the position of editor
will allow me to devote more time to
the preparation of material for The
Music Box, so Bob Leach can expect
to receive copy from me for his con-
sideration as well as from the manv
others of the membership who now
write for the journal."

Bob Leach's address is 31 Perry HiIl,
London SE6 4LF. For the time being,
material for the journal may be sent
to either Bob Leach's address or to
that of Arthur Ord-Hume.

In resigning his editorship at the end
of this year, Arthur Ord-Hume also
resigns his position on the committee
of the society. a position which he has
held since the birth of the societv in
capacities including that of Presiient
for three years.

the amount of incorrect information
and the number of mistakes it contains.
One is tempted to think that this sec-
tion could have been left out or could
have been the subiect of some con-
structive re-writing and correction by
both translator and editors.

Having said that, though, for its
merit as an early compendium of in-
tormation on mechanical music from
the
this
the
ofb
the
have limited durability. The achieve-
ment by our sister society, the MBCI,
in producing this excellent hard-bound

Journal binders
MEMBERS are reminded that the
Society has for sale a stock of Easi-
Binders to help you preserve your
copies of The Music Bo* for future

durable and elegant red covers.
The binders are available from the

office of the Corresponding Secretary
(see address on the Editorial page) at
the following prices :

UK onlY : 83.50 post free.
Plsewhere in Europe : f,3.75 post
free.
USA onlY : $8.00 surface mail incl.
Canada only : $8.50 surface mail
incl.
Australia and New Zealand : f,4.00
surface mail incl.

the development of the journal. IIn assuring the committee that lhe
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Fine Victorian Musical Bracket Clock
in walnut, with a 12 air, 2 per turn
Nicole Fr6res piano forte musical box
in the base.

EASTBOURNE'S MOST INTERESTING ANTIQUE
AND COLLECTOR'S SHOP

Antique Musical Boxes, Clocks, Barometers, Furniture, Dolls,
Silver, Gold, Collectors' Items

THE MUSICAL BOX CENTRE
All our machines are restored for your pleasure and

investment.

FULL RESTORATION SERVICE
quotations given for the repair and restoration of

ANTIQUE CLOCKS and MUSICAL BOXES
(Including gear cutting, making missing parts and re-conversions
to original state) i.e. anchor to verge, work carried out by expert
B.A.D.A. Distinction Diploma Qualified craftsmen (West Dean

College).

42 SOUTH STREET,
EASTBOURNE

Telephone (0323) 20058

BeIIe Vue Box Repairs
Kent Road, Con$reebury, Near Bristol. BS19 sBD.

Tel. STD (0934) Yrtton 832220

CYLINDER REPINNING SERVICE

Rates for work received after lst March, 1980.

BAND I. Above I{ inches to lf inches cylinder diameter, f8 per inch of cylinder length.

BAND II. Above 1? inches to 2f inches cylinder diameter, f9 per inch of cylinder length, and
so on pro rata.

Example. Cyl. dii. 2l inch approx., length ll inches. BAND II. f9 x 1I : €99.

, spring and change snail, quotation upon receipt,
will include return postage, packing and delivery

;?:" "r 
payment is received. Customers may bring

Work from ovetseas

Customers should insure package and specify whether it is to be returned by Air or Surface
mail.
Please note

1. St arbor points 19 inches.
4. Minim limits and for Plated
cylinders. r refinishing. Goods are

accepted

GOVERNOR ASSEMBLY REPAIRS

We will quote you for reconditioning most types of governor but we do not supply parts.
Completion time about 3 months.

COMPLETE OVERHAULS OF CYLINDER MUSICAL BOXES.

We can now undertake full reconditioning of a limited number.
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RECENTLY, many of the pop-type of
gramophone records have taken to
getting away from the old image of a
black disc with a hole in the middle.
This, it seems. is old hat for the mod-
ern generation and there has been a
spate of multi-coloured records, rec-
ords with pictures on, records em-
blazoned with slogans and suchlike.

Now this sort of
well unles5 in the pr
ing a picture on the d
rectly, imprinting the
the picture) quality sufiers and the
whole exercise is negated.

Sadly my record this month falls
into the category of a disc which has
suffered from trying to be too gim-
micky. Drehorgel-Festival Hannover
(Serie X) is an otherwise un-numbered
recording published by Fernsehmeister
Schuchnecht, Friesenstrasse 54. D-3000
Hannover I, West Germany. Thc
sleeve iras a large hole in the front
through which the pictorial surface of
the disc, encased in a polytheng bag,
shows through. Both sides of the disc,
in fact, have an illustiated surface
and, since there is no printed label, it
requires trial and error to find which
is Side One.

For the street organ enthusiast, in
particular the lover of lthe smaller.
portrative instruments, then this is a

disc to add to thg collection for it
gives us no fewer than four dozen
melodies played on ten organs ranging
from a 20-note Waldkirch-built Ignnz
Bruder. through organs built by
Oehrlein, Bacigalupo (father and son),
Hofbauer and Fritz Wrede to the
largest, a 4l-note Violin-Pan by the
Berlin maker Adolf Holl. This last in-
instrument, like most on this record, is
badly out of tune.

This record admirably demonstrates
the varied tonalities of instruments as
diverse as the barrel-playing 33-note
Rohr-Klarinette organ made by Baciga-
lupo the elder, a similar instrument
made by his son. and the 25-note
Doppelpan by the Hannover maker,
Fritz Wrede.

On this score. then. this is a record
for the collector. Where the disc falls
down, however, is in its recording
quality, Surface noise is ,appreciable
throughout and the general quality is
poor with pops, bangs and clicks which
become more noticeable the better the
equipment used to play back the disc.
The frequency response i5 also very
limited. There is also a marked echo
and pre-echo to some tracks, particu-
larly showing on the incisive playing
of the paper-roll-playing 20-note
Bruder.

It is ,a pity that one cannot be more
enthusiastic about this disc. but the
quality is really the major limiting
factor. Our friend Peter Schuchnecht

is indeed an expert in the subjdct of
hi-fi and one imagines that he himself
must be very disappointed at the way
this, his latest disc, has turned out.

A O.H.

David Cadet, maker
ONE of the lesser-known makers of
musical boxes, at least if we judge by
the number of pieces surviving today,
was David Cadet.

Said to have been a clockmaker from
Sainte-Suzanns in France, Cadet went
to Geneva around 1820 and later made
a four-comb musical movement. Pro-
duced in 1840, this had sectional
combs in groups of five teeth and was
called the Quatuor.

Cadet is not to be found in anv of
the horological or musical box books,
but at least two of his boxes survive.
One is a clock-base movement in the
collection of Roger Vreeland of New
fersey. This is a four-air piece and
bears the serial number 796.

Those who attended the MBSI meet-
ing at Stamford in Connecticut in Seo-
tember were given the opportunity to
view another, this time with the serial
number 2180. This movement was
Ita1npe{ on the bedplate : David Cadet,
FaT a More DeT du lura.

How many other Cadet musical
movements are known?

MBSI FOUNDER LLOYD KELLEY DIES AT 75
LLOYD G KELLEY died on June 14,
1980, in a West Hartford, Connecticut,
nursing home after a long illness. He
was 75 years of age,

Lloyd Kelley was born on March
31, 1905 and around 19i6, after a
career in commerce, he became in-
terested in musical boxes. Largely
self-taught, he acquired considerable
skills in the repair of musical boxes
as well as in the buying and selling
of them. An early acquaintance was
Maurice Chaillet, son of Octave
Chaillet, who had acquired a disc-
punching machine and sundry parts
when the Regina Music Box Company
ceased musical box manufacture in
1921. At that time, Chaillet was in
business in a small way repairing
Regina machines.

In 1941, Kelley acquired this
material plus the title to the Regina
name and all the company musical
box records. By 1946, Kelley was
in business in Hanover, Massachusetts,
as a musical box restorer. Later he
moved to Thetford Center. Vermont
and soon became an acknowledged
authority on Reginas. He was the
first to, produce new Regina discs and
a picture of him with his disc puncher,
first published in THE MUSIC BOX,
Vol l, 1964, is reproduced on this
page.

Kelley ultimately began making new
,t5* inch machines, some of which
were equipped with moving dolls and
other animated scenes.

Howard Fitch writes :

"ln 1949, after months of planning
and discussion, Lloyd together with
the late Adrian V Bornand and the
late Dr Byron P Merrick invited
musical box collectors to meet at the
latter's home in Berlin Heights, Ohio.
At this meeting of 32 collectors, an
organization known as "The Musical
Box Hobbyists" was founded. At the
fourth annual meeting, in September
1952, Lloyd was elected the third

president of the society and served
in this olfice until September 1954.

f office, the name
was changed to
Society Inter-

"Lloyd was an entertaining racon-
teur, and his pithy, down-to-earth
comments were legendary. He was

generous in.sharing his knowledge of
rep-arr tecnnlques and rn recent years
had offered hands-on courses in the
repair of disc and cylinder musical
boxes. In September 1979, he re-
ceived the Trustees' Award of the
Musical Box Society Intemational."

Lloyd Kelley was married twice and
is succeeded by his wife Orrill.

The late Llovd G Kellev.
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Lesley Evans
PLAYER PIANO SPECIALIST

High Quality Grand and Upright Player Fianos

Restored throughout to the Highest Possible

Standards usually available from stock.

A Iarge Stock of Original Rolls
(88 and 65 note)

Plus the entire range of
NEW IAZZMASTER AND RAGMASTER

ROLLS
Always available at Competitive Prices

VISIT US AT LISS
(phone Liss 3382 for appointnent)

or send S.A.E. for details to:-

P.0. Box 12 . AIRESF0BD . HANTS.

Harwood Galler

Full overhauls
polishing and complete

restoration
of

Mechanical Musical
Instruments

We specialise
in stringed instruments
melodicos, barrel Pianos

orchestrions etc.

We always have
a varietY of

restored/unrestored
instruments for sale
which Clients are

most welcome
to view

SPECIALIST DISC BOX REPAIRS

us ffarir4 naiilta

J. D. WEIB F.B.H.I.
Old School House, Swaby, Alford, Lincolnshire

(Flease note New Address)

All aspects of work on cylinder boxes undertaken.

Services offered include :-
* Cylinder re-pinning-no limltation to size.

* Eccentric or worn cylinder pins re-gtound
Eue to cylinder pivots.

* All nanner of comb work.
* Cutting back. Re-tuning.
* Re-leading and Tuning.
* Re-facing star whecls.
* Setting up and adiusting gantries.

* Motor repairs.

In fact aoything necessary to completely overhaul your
musical box.

Work can be collected and delivered anywhere.

Distance genuinelY no object.

Town Centre House

Merrion Centre

Leeds

1: 0532 440666
daytime

0274 617172
evenin$s



La Musicienne
fean,Pierre felmini, Director of the
itlus€e d'Histoire et des Archives Anci-
ennes de la Ville de Neuchatel, wri,tes
from Switzerland :

I WOULD like to congratulate you for
the excellent article concerning the
automaton La Musicienne and the

in discovering that the third tune is the
minuet by Fischer. On the basis of this
research, it would now appear to us
that it may be possible to make other
discoveries (concerning this music) and
this would bring ms very great pleasure.

Ediitor's comment z I belieue that a

pigce England.
Since the -other
pieces tuo more

the Componium of Winkel and how
Robert Houdin restored this instru-
ment,

Tle writer tends to " gild the lily "a trifle and I feel that little of the
detail could be taken as fact without
other research. However. it still makes
enjoyabls reading.

The book, " Memoirs of Robert
Houdin ", is published by Dover Pub-

Classified
Advertisements
Membere : 5D per word Oold Spe 7D Der word).

Minimum cost each advcnisemenr fl.
NoD-members: 10p per word (bold s|pe l4p Der

word).
Minimum @sa eacb advcrtiscment €2.

CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE TO : Advcrtisiog
Manager.

Anbur HaD,7 Victoria Crcscent, Quccnrpart,
Cbesrer, CH4 7AX. England.

lications, 180 Varick Street, New'York.
100f4. USA. It should be available '
from Magic Books by post. They are
at 29 Hill Avenue, Bedminster. Bristol.
BS3 5BN (telephone Bristol 774409)
prics about f,2.50.

I hope that all this is of interest
to you and to other members.

Continued on page 400

Houdin's memoirs
Tug_ Wilson writes from Finchampstead
in Berkshire:

A " reasonable account " of the
Chess Player, how he repaired Vaucan-
son's famous duck, and some detail
of the Flute Player is included,

Of _ particular interest to yourself
would be the 2\ pages which iefer to

FOR SALE
Geoff Worrall can supply you with most
materials for PNEUMATIC MECH-
ANICAL INSTRUMENT Repairs. Best
quality imported rubber and synthetic
cloths as well as cheaper British cloths
available. Also stocked, rubber tubing.
Adhesives. Cork and neoprene bonded
cork gasket sheeting. Zephyt skin for
bird boxes. ORCHESTRELLE cloths
and reeds etc. Send I5p for samples
and list to: - M.I.M. Supplies, 16
Barber Road, SHEFFIELD, Sl0 lED.

ALWAYS a very large stock of orches-
trions, monkey organs, music boxes,
fairground organs, automata etc. Be a
subscriber to our free mailing list.
Retonio's Mechanical Music and Magic
Museum, Blumenrain I6, CH-9050,
Appenzell, Switzerland. (071) 87 25 44.

YOU HAVE A FRIEND IN
AMERICA! At Mechanical Music
Center we are constantly shipping
music boxes, organs, orchestrions, re-
producing pianos, and other automatic
instruments to MBSGB members in
Great Britain and elsewhere. Our low
costs, plus economic shipping, have
made our values so attractive that a
Iarge percentage of our business is now

for two consecutive issues. We havejust acquired the inventory and other
assets of American International Gal-
leries of lrvine, California, and our
showroom is full to overflowing, And
here's a special invitation. If your
travels bring you to the New York
area, stop by for a visit. We would be
delighted to see you. Hundreds of
automatic musical instruments are on
view awaiting your selection. Mechani-
cal Music Center, lnc, 25 Kings High-
way North Box, 88, Darien, ConneCti-
cut 06820.

ORGANS, Pianolas. Musical Boxes.
Phonographs and other Mechanical
Music wanted and for sale. Monkton
House, Old Craighall, Musselburgh. l5
qrinutes from Edinburgh City Centre,
Callers by appointmeni Olt ee| SzSl.

MUSIC ROLLS AND CABINET for
HLTPFELD mechanical piano. 25.8cms
wide. Central sprocket drive holes.
Manilla card. 18 ORGANETTE ROLLS.
l9.Scms wide. Automatic MP Co.
20 note HOFBAUER hand turned

organ with manual register and rolls.
Carved cap I0'long from Dutch street
organ " De Carillon ", restored and
painted, gold leaf etc. Stereo LP

bars. 16 Stannard Well Drive. Hor-
bury, West Yorkshire WF4 6BN
(0924) 272778.

STEREO CASSETTES of mechanical

WANTED
MONOPOL Gnome Automaton with
$_s!,_ mec_hanism Symphonion style
25GS " Gambrinus ,t lgth century
Whistling Automaton Ornate Dutcfr
Street Organ. US denomination slot
machine with music box attachment.
Will purchase outright or offer itemsin ttade. Martin Roenigk, 26 Barton
!ri[, East Hampton, CI-06424, United
States.

ALL KINDS of mechanical music instru-

18" Orpheus discs for copying. please
gontact_ Coul.son. A Conn, 4t2 Old
Forge Road, Media, PA 19063 USA.

NOTICE
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CALENDAR 1980.81
December 6th

Musical Box Society of Great Britain. Winter
Meeting, Kensington Close Hotel, London, Eng-
land

March 21st, l98l
Musical Box Society of Great Britain. Regional
meeting, Moor Lodge Hotel, Branston, Lincoln,
England. (Meeting organiser : George Worswick)

July lTth-l9th or 24th-26th, 1981 (dates to be con-
firmed)
Second Swiss Barrel Organ Festival, Thun,
Switzerland

fune, l98l (date to be confirmed)
Musical Box Society of Great Britain. Annual
General Meeting and Summer convention, Lon-
don, England

September 5th, l98l
Musical Box Society of Great Britain. Regional
meeting, Cambridge.

September l0th - l3th, l98l
Musical Box Society International. Annual Meet-
ing, Dearborn, Michigan, USA

March, 1982 (date to be confirmed)
Musical Box Society of Great Britain. Regional
Meeting, Arundel, Sussex. (Meeting organiser:
]ohn Mansfield).

September 3rd - 6th, 1982
Musical Box Society International. Annual
Meeting, San Francisco, California, USA.

$a-gCiscRecorCE
New Release for Decmbcr :
IHE GAY 90's : SDL 312* (from the Rov Mickleburgh collec-
tion), Selectiom frcn Gav 90's Musical Sbows - Belle of
New York. The Geisha, A Runawav Girl, Florodon, A Greek
Slave, and otber DoDular music of the late Victorians. Played
on from 4" to 27" disc Polvghons' svmphonion and Regina
musical boxes and a 65-norc Orchstrelle Diano player attach-
ment with Becbstein GEnd.
Oaher mechiliel music releasm rvallable :
MECIIANICAL MUSIC HALL: SDL 232 : Various disc and
cylinder boxs plu Orpheus Disc Piano, street and plays
piaDos in a timeless seletion. From the Rov Mickleburgb
ollection.
PARRY'S BARRDL ORGAN: SDL 234: The Longman's piDe
barrel organ wbich accompanied Sir William Edward Parrv on
his Arctic expeditions. Dated c. 1805 and in excellent restored
coodition.
POPPERS "IIAPPY JAZZ BANI'" & THE RUTH TAIR
ORGAN: SDLB 263*.
PIPES, BARRELS AND PINS: SDLB 271*.
THE WORLD oF MECHANICAL MUSIC: CSDLB 292
(6setae only). Three releases demonstrating the range of
instruments of tbe " World of Mecbanical Music " collection
now boused at ChessinSton Zoo.
MUSIC FOR THE MAGIC LANTERN: SDL 297'. Popular
music from 4 street gianos, a Penny Piano, Pianola, Atla
Organette and PolyDbon. Roy Mickleburgh collection.
SUBLIME HARMOf\IIE: SDL 303* : Roy Micklebursh collc-
tion. PoDular classics from a +" PolyDhon (17 items), and
lo-cylinder boxes by Nicole Freres, etc.
Fmm the Bonsnd collection, New York :
CHRISTMAS MUSIC BOX: AB3*.
MUSIC BOX WALTZ FAVOURITES 3 RCB4+.
GOLDEN MUSIC BOX FAVOURITES: AB5+.
R.EGINA SINGS OPERA: RCB6*.
MUSIC OF TIIE IHREE-DISC SYMPIIONION: RCBT*.
Send: f,4'99 for SDL/AB/RCB Dr€fix; €3'99 for SDLB pre6x.
POST FREE (vou may deduct 35D for each item ordered
after the fircl).
Ovenem r add 85p per item postage + 75D lD total if paving
rn own cutrency.

SAYDISC RECORDS. INGLESTOT\E COMMON.
BADIIIINTON. GIOS. GL9 lBX

Tmde mquirie invited/sDecial commissions undertaken.
*Denotes also on cassette.

Conuention and eoent organisers are inoited to send in dates
for regular publication in " The Music Box " to aid members
throughout the world in planning their participation,

*/*

@d
BY POPUI,AIB DDTIAND....

we have nolv movecl 200 miles nearer the rest of the world. It has
taken us two yeals and included moving over 80 tons of instruments !

wti calr- Nt)tt'of,.l.ftl3 lrtt(fn sTocl{

PIIOIIOG ItA PIIS. GITAMOIDHON I'S. OIICHI'STIBIONS
OltG,INS, PIANOS, flUSlC IIOXtts. YIN'ItGIll WIIIULIISS

i ftlt0lls'ftrll\ ;Green llcllc' grnnrle I t',rr(nblc slreet barnel org:rn by

I BDrso\ .tttf! lrtronogr:rqrh I nlllruilr (ilustrers orgon)

'Eicl<sTypo'porlable Sllttlll'l'lDlAfl) IDIII[f,tl'S pi:rno/nr:rnrhlirrc wilh roll changer

Write or phone uith your recptiretnenLs. Ccilers by ctppttintntent only.

BERRYER HOUSE, WEST END, FROME, SOMERSET BAI I 3AD
TEL: FROME (0373)3936

z ffits' -i{)ftfd . a#A-:, - H
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Continued from page 398

The Polygina
F Cecil Grace writes frorn Gracie
Station in New York State :

I AM the present owner of the
" solecistic Polyphon " you illustrated
on page 259 and. since you took the
trouble to print this picture, you might
be interested in having more details.

The machine was felt dampered. The
dampers are now completely missing
(but the brakes, which in this system
are separate from ths dampers, are all
present and working), For this reason,

the machine is as yet unrestored, since
restorers in this country have expressed
a lack of interest in building a new set
of felt dampers. However, I have not
yet contacted all rebuilders whose
names have been suggested. The dam-
per cover is also missing. Nowhere on
the machine does the name Polyphon
qppear; quite likely, this was on the
damper cover.

The motor appears nearly identical
to that used later by Regina and illus-
trated in figures 2 and 3 of the Regina
" Practical Instructions " as reprinted
by the Bornand Music Box Cohpany.

The tune discs slide on wooden
blocks at the top and bottom of the
cabinet; no rollers are used.

You question whether the case is
original or contemporary. In any cabi-
net vvith double doors in which the
right hand door locks to the left one
(also on double doors in a house) it is
necessary to provide first for locking
the left door to the cabinet or door-
frame. Thi5 case has no such provision,
and there is no sign that it ever had,
The result is predictable : when the
doors are closed and the knob turned.
a pull on the knob causes both doors
to start to open, and a hard pull would
probably do damage. The ommission
of catches to secure the left door does
seem solecistic, and leaves one to
wonder whether this case did indeed
come from the Polyphon Musikwerke.

Playing Side-saddle
Four musical movements, all brand new and all exactly the
s:rme, appeared at a London sale recently. Apparently dating

a cylinder 42mm long and play iust one tune. One is tuned
in D and the other is in B flat. An unusual feature is the
right-angle motor secured to a heavy cast brass bracket
for winding from behind.

Marquetry restoration bs H A v Buueid

and some Resin W woodwork
adhesive.

I proceed as follows :

I Locate all loose
and lift it carefully out.

2 Use pin and filed

stringing

nail to
clear all debris out of the groove.

3 Cut lengths of new stringing
to suit.

4 Fit into grooves. This means
shaving the ends for close fitting,
and checking groove is deep and
uniform.

5 Squeeze a blob of adhesive
onto a piece of card and use a
pin or small blade to apply it
thoroughly but as sparingly as
possible along the bottom and
sides of the groove.

6 Insert stringing and push
down flush.

7 Remove surplus adhesive
with small piece of moist cloth.

8 Cover with a non-stick sur-
face, eg polythene, and apply mod-
erate weight to hold it all flush.

If there are areas of loose ven-
eer adjacent to the loose or mis-
sing stringing, these must first be

I expect we have all had the
occasional experience of showing
off a musical box and discovering
that the case, particularly the lid
inlay, got more admiration than
the works and music. This only
applies to a case in super condi-
tion, unhappily not the general
rule; so many seem to have lived
through a period when they were
used as make-shift steps or as
supports for scratch - bottomed
lumber. The result is damaged or
missing inlay and stringing, and
I urge everyone who is thinking
about repairing it to start by re-
pairing the stringing, which is
very easy to do.

From World of Wood, Milden-
hall, Suftolk IP28 7AY you can
obtain a selection of boxwood
stringing; that on musical boxes
is most commonly about I l32ndof an inch wide, about ?mm.
The only tackle needed is a few
pins, razor blade, fine glass paper,
a nail filed down to a fine square
a bit narrower than the stringing,

secured. Small areas can be stuck
by working the adhesive under
them, using a 2-thou (.002 inch)
feeler blade.

Working with wood is pleasant,
and if you find you like these
modest stringing repairs it is not
a big step to replacing bits of mis-
sing inlay. All types of veneer
(and tools) can be had from
World of Wood, and the method
is as follows. ..

I Clean up the edges all round
and the exposed base wood.

2 Make a rubbing of the void
on thin paper.

3 Glue rubbing onto matching
veneer, checking grain direction.

4 Cut along the outline.
5 Stick in and weight as for

stringing.
It is the cutting that needs very

sharp tools and patience. Helpful
books on marquetry are in most
libraries. The result repays the
effort and I think enhances the
music. After all, most people pre-
for a band to be smartlv uni-
formed ! o

Printed for Tbc Msical Bor Society of Gmt Briaia by Thanet Printins Works, Ramsgatc, K6t.
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7b,ett
93 Hornsey Road, London N7 6DJ

ThrrDf n
MUSICAL BOXES

Phones: 01-607 6181-01 607 2672

CLOCKS AND

Britain's leading
restorers of
fine clocks and
musical boxes
We have an exceptionallygood
selection of antique cylinder
music boxes for sale, the ideal
present, the perfect investment.

We also have a large selection
of books on clocks, musica!
boxes and antique machines.

Musical clock movement by John Ellicott,
restored by Keith Harding's unique team of
craftsmen.

Orchestral
musical box

movement by
Paillard with

musical combs, a
fifteen key organ,

an eight stick
drum and six

engine turned bells
with enamelted
insect strikers.

IF YOUR TREASURES ARE WORTH RESTORING
BRING THEM TO US



A D. Allard & Cie musical apostle clock, early 20th century
( E s tim ate : [,600- [, 1, 000)

A Nicole Frbres key-wound two-per-turn cylinder musical box,
Swiss, c. 1840 (Estimate: f,800d1,200)

A J. J. Benoit serinette or bird organ, French, c. 1800
( E s tim at e: [600-[,9 00)

A Nicole Frbres cylinder musical box, Swiss, c. 1880
(Estimate: f,600{1,000)

Enquinis: Hilary Kay

Sotheby's Belgravia
l9 Motcomb Street,
London S\UIX 8LB
Te l\235 4311
Te avel, London
Te SPBLONG


